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Abstract 

Fuel cells are often seen as an alternative to batteries and internal combustion 

engines to provide electrical power in portable, stationary, or automotive applications. 

However, several challenges have to be overcome to enable widespread market 

penetration. One of these challenges is the limited lifetime of fuel cells, or more 

specifically, the durability and stability of polymer electrolyte membranes. 

In proton exchange membrane fuel cells, the chemical degradation of widely used 

perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) membranes can be inhibited by radical scavengers. Instead 

of time-consuming in situ investigations, radicals are widely generated ex situ by Fenton’s 

reagent, but this also leads to an unrealistic accumulation of iron species. In a newly 

developed, time saving test protocol, CeO2, ZrO2 and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) are 

investigated for their ability to protect PFSA membranes against radical attack and their 

diverse impact on the membrane properties. 

In alkaline anion exchange membrane fuel cells, the durability depends on the 

caustic resistance of the functional groups providing anion conductivity. Theoretical 

considerations are performed to understand the stability of benzimidazolium and 

imidazolium with different substituents for steric protection. 

Limited structural integrity of anion-conducting polymers in challenging 

environment can lead to restricted usability. The incorporation of crosslinks is investigated 

as a convenient approach to control ion exchange capacity, prevent dissolution and 

enhance anion conduction. 

 
Keywords:  cation exchange membranes; degradation mechanism; stability; anion 

exchange membranes; fuel cells. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction to Fuel Cells Containing 
Polymer Electrolyte Membranes 

1.1. Introduction 

The increasing price for crude oil, gasoline and hence transportation as well as 

strict policies for emission of greenhouse gases have led to the intensified development 

of alternatives to internal combustion engines. For some applications, one alternative is 

fuel cells, which have attracted immense interest. Figure 1.1 illustrates the economic and 

ecological incentives, stimulating research and development. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Annual number of published journal articles and patents containing 
the term “fuel cell” compared to the crude oil price (West Texas 
Intermediate). Data provided by SciFinder1 and the Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis.2 
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Fuel cells are electrochemical energy conversion devices, in which the oxidation 

and reduction components of a redox reaction are locally separated from each other. The 

flow of electrons from the place of oxidation (anode) to the place of reduction (cathode) 

through an external circuit is then utilized to drive a variety of applications. 

The concept of fuel cells was firstly reported by William Robert Grove and Christian 

Friedrich Schönbein in 1839 as gaseous batteries.3 The two researchers discovered a 

current between two platinum electrodes that were placed in sulfuric acid as electrolyte 

and were surrounded by hydrogen and oxygen, respectively. The reactions that were 

observed are the anodic oxidation of hydrogen (HOR) to form protons and electrons (Eq. 

1.1) and the subsequent reduction of supplied oxygen (ORR) to form water (Eq. 1.2). 

𝐻" → 2	𝐻& + 2𝑒) E° = 0.000 V Eq. 1.1 

	½	𝑂" + 2	𝐻& + 2	𝑒) → 𝐻"𝑂	 E° = 1.229 V Eq. 1.2 

This electrochemical reaction can be summarized by Eq. 1.3, where ∆E° is the 

equilibrium cell potential at standard conditions. 

𝐻" + ½	𝑂" → 𝐻"𝑂	 ∆E° = 1.229 V Eq. 1.3 

Grove later reported a setup in which several of these electrochemical cells were 

connected in series to provide a potential that is high enough to electrolyze water.4 The 

electrolysis is described in Eq. 1.4. A sketch of this setup is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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𝐻"𝑂 → 𝐻" + ½	𝑂"	 ∆E° = -1.229 V Eq. 1.4 

 

In contrast to the gaseous batteries, where the reagent gases for the 

electrochemical reaction were limited, fuel cells rely on a continuous supply of reagents. 

A separation into different types of fuel cells can be made based on either fuel or 

electrolyte. Besides H2, also methanol,5-8 ethanol,9-11 hydrazine,12-14 and formic acid15,16 

have also been used as fuel. However, since fuel cells with alternative fuels are not of 

interest in this work, the interested reader is referred to the literature.8,9,12,17 Different types 

of fuel cells having the most common electrolytes are summarized in Table 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.2 William Robert Grove’s sketch of a series of gaseous batteries, 
driven by the reaction hydrogen and oxygen, being able to 
electrolyze water. Reprinted with permission from reference 4. 
Copyright 1842 Taylor & Francis. 
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Although there are conceptual differences between these different types of fuel 

cells, the desirable properties for the electrolyte remain the same:5,11,18 

• excellent chemical and mechanical stability, 

• low fuel and oxygen crossover, 

• high ionic conductivity, 

• low cost. 

Of special interest in this thesis are the three first-mentioned points, having also 

an impact on the performance of a fuel cell. The performance of a fuel cell can be 

examined by recording a polarization curve, as shown in Figure 1.3. 

Table 1.1 Common types of fuel cells with different types of electrolytes.17 

Abbreviation Name Fuel Electrolyte Temperature 
PEM-FC Polymer Electrolyte 

Membrane FC 
H2, methanol, 
ethanol 

Cation exchange membranes 50-100 °C 

AAEM-FC Alkaline Anion 
Exchange 
Membrane FC 

Pure H2 Anion exchange membranes <80 °C 

A-FC Alkaline FC Pure H2 30% KOH in water 50-200 °C 
PA-FC Phosphoric Acid FC H2, methane, 

natural gas 
Concentrated phosphoric acid in support 
matrix 

~200 °C 

MC-FC Molten Carbonate 
FC 

H2, methane, 
natural gas 

Molten lithium or potassium carbonate in 
ceramic support matrix 

~650 °C 

SO-FC Solid Oxide FC H2, methane, 
natural gas 

Strontium- or magnesium- doped 
lanthanum gallate, gadolinium-doped 
ceria, yttria-stabilized zirconia 

800-1000 °C 
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The standard potential E°, as determined in Eq. 1.3, is only a theoretical value, as both 

reagent and electron leaks as well as contaminants lower the potential at zero current to 

the measured open circuit potential (OCV). Activation (kinetic) losses at the electrodes 

dominate at low current densities and can be described by Butler-Volmer equations 

(Figure 1.3, region I). With increasing current density, the voltage decreases almost 

linearly due to ohmic losses from ion transport resistance (electrolyte resistance) and 

contact resistances (Figure 1.3, region II). The contribution of the electrolyte (𝜂-) to the 

overall polarization can be calculated according to Eq. 1.5. Current density i, and the 

thickness of the electrolyte are proportional to 𝜂-; the ion conductivity 𝜎 is inversely 

proportional to 𝜂-.19 

 

Figure 1.3 Example of a polarization curve of a fuel cell, inspired by reference 
19. Kinetic (I), ohmic (II) and mass transport losses (III) dominate in 
different regions. Open circuit potential (OCV) and the Nernst 
thermodynamic equilibrium potential (E°) are shown on the voltage 
axis. 
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𝜂- =
0⋅230456788

9
  Eq. 1.5 

The conductivity can also be described by the effective mobility of the individual 

ions in the electrolyte, as shown in Eq. 1.6, where [i] is the ion concentration, zi the ion 

charge and the F Faraday’s constant.20 

𝜎0 = 𝜇7;;,0 ⋅ 𝑖 ⋅ 	 𝑧0 ⋅ 𝐹  Eq. 1.6 

At high current densities (Figure 1.3, region III), the mass transport (concentration) 

losses dominate until the limiting current density is reached (ilimiting). It is important to 

mention that activation, ohmic and concentration losses contribute to the total polarization 

at all current densities, however, the proportion varies. 

1.2. Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEM-FCs) 

Since Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEM-FCs) have famously been 

used in NASA’s Gemini program in the early 1960s, PEM-FCs have also been used in 

automotive applications, and as portable and stationary power supplies.21-23 Figure 1.4 

shows a cross-sectional schematic representation of a PEM-FC. On each side of the PEM, 

catalyst layers, gas diffusion layers (GDL) and current collectors with flow fields, form two 

electrodes. Current collector plates, also called bipolar plates in FC stacks, are usually 

made of graphite, aluminum, stainless steel, titanium, or nickel,24-27 and distribute the 

reactant gases, remove unreacted gases and water, conduct the electrical current and 

contribute to the heat management. Gas diffusion layers are made of carbon fiber 

materials, to provide electric conductivity and transport gases and water. The catalyst 

layers, a porous matrix of carbon black, ionomer and platinum particles are the place of 

the electrochemical reactions. Each of the components are important and optimized to 

obtain low electrical resistance and high reactivity and mass transport. The main 

advantages of PEM-FCs are the relatively low operating temperature, fast start up and 

high power density. The use of costly platinum catalyst and the requirement of heat and 

water management systems are probably the biggest disadvantages.19,28 
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PEM-FCs use a proton-conducting polymer membrane as electrolyte that 

transports the protons under load from anode to cathode. Currently, the most widely used 

polymers are perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA)-based systems,19,29 developed and partially 

commercialized by 3M, Asahi Kasai (Aciplex®, Flemion®), DOW, Dupont (Nafion®) or 

Solvay (Aquivion®). The structure of DuPont’s Nafion® is shown in Figure 1.5. 

Abovementioned polymer materials possess a similar chemical structure with differences 

in the chemical composition of the perfluorinated side chain, affecting ion exchange 

capacity, water sorption, permeability and ion conductivity.30 Although the author of this 

thesis is aware of differences regarding the chemical structure and the effects on their 

properties, this thesis will discuss with respect to Nafion®, as used in this work. 

 
Figure 1.4 Schematic representation of a polymer exchange membrane fuel cell 

(PEM-FC). 
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The morphology of Nafion® has been widely discussed in the literature.29,31-36 In 

Nafion®, the PTFE-like backbone provides the mechanical stability of the membrane, while 

the protons dissociated from the sulfonic acid as end groups of the side chains enable 

proton conductivity when the membrane is hydrated.37 Kreuer proposed a morphology, 

shown in Figure 1.6A, with a pronounced separation between hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

domains and connected water channels.32 More recently, Allen and co-workers observed 

the ionic domains as spherical clusters with a size of 3.5 nm in dry state using cryo electron 

tomography.36 When wet, Nafion® comprises a non-uniform network of interconnected 

hydrophilic channels with a domain spacing of ~5 nm (Figure 1.6B).  

 

Figure 1.5 Chemical structure of Nafion®. 
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1.2.1. Water Sorption and Proton Conduction in PEM 

The level of hydration of the membrane is affected by temperature, relative 

humidity (partial pressure of water) and ion exchange capacity and is essential for high 

proton conductivities and hence fuel cell performance. The primary requirement for ion 

conduction is the dissociation of sulfonate ion and proton. The number of water molecules 

per functional group (λ) that are necessary for dissociation is highly debatable. Laporta 

argued with the help of infrared (IR) spectroscopy that already one water molecule is 

sufficient to dissociate the ions.38 The first solvation shell of sulfonate ions was estimated 

to consist of 5-6 water molecules. Paddison performed electronic structure calculations on 

PFSA model compounds, finding that at least three water molecules are required for a 

 

Figure 1.6 A) Schematic representation of morphological features of Nafion® by 
Kreuer. Reprinted with permission from reference 32. Copyright 
2001 Elsevier Science B.V. 
B) Hydrophilic (yellow) and hydrophobic phase (black) in 3D 
reconstructed cast frozen-hydrated Nafion® by Allen et al. Reprinted 
with permission from reference 36. Copyright 2014 American 
Chemical Society. 
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dissociation and six water molecules for a complete separation of the ions.39 However, at 

room temperature, such a level of hydration is only achieved in Nafion® membranes at a 

relative humidity above 80%.40 Because Nafion® also conducts below this threshold and 

possess a relatively high proton conductivity at high relative humidity it is indicated that 

different types of water and hence different mechanisms of proton conduction have to be 

considered.41,42 

The presence of bulk or bulk-like water in Nafion® membranes was estimated using 

dielectric constants. Paddison estimated that at high levels of hydration (λ > 6), water 

molecules in the vicinity of the center of the water channels possess dielectric constant 

close to bulk water (eH2O = 80).43 Similarly, Kreuer described water molecules, additional 

to the first three water molecules, as ‘loosely bound water’ or ‘second phase’.32  

In bulk water, two mechanisms of proton transport are discussed in the literature 

and would also apply to regions of bulk water in PEMs. The first mechanism, the vehicular 

mechanism, relies solely on the diffusion of hydronium ions in bulk water and not on a 

network of hydrogen bonds.44 Here, the proton uses a water molecule as vehicle, while 

unladen water molecules balance the overall water flux by moving in the opposite 

direction. In their experimental work, Zawodzinski et al. observed that the apparent 

diffusion coefficient of water from proton conductivity measurements is higher than the 

diffusion coefficient from 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) experiments at high 

levels of hydration.42 This discrepancy is explained by a second mechanism, the Grotthus 

mechanism, gaining significance under these conditions. 

The Grotthus mechanism explains the transport of protons as a movement of 

protons between separate water molecules.41,45 When a proton is bound by two water 

molecules by contracted hydrogen bonds, Zundel (H5O2
+) ions are formed (Figure 1.7).46-

49 Breaking one of the two hydrogen bonds forms a solvated hydronium ion (H3O+) 

surrounded by three additional water molecules to form an Eigen ion cluster (H9O4
+). 

Subsequently, a reorientation of the hydronium ion occurs and one of the water molecules 

in the Eigen ion cluster forms a new Zundel ion by contraction of the hydrogen bond.41  
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The third mechanism considers the transport of protons along the wall of water 

filled pores in the PEM. Upon dissociation of the sulfonic acid, protons are transported by 

hopping between sulfonate groups at the pore wall of the PEM and hydrating water 

molecules.41,50-52 This hopping strongly depends on the distance between the sulfonate 

groups, where a short distance lowers the activation energy of proton transport and 

increases conductivity. This mechanism explains the observed ion conductivity at low 

levels of hydration, but its influence decreases with increasing λ, due to an increasing ion 

separation and decreasing concentration of protons at the pore wall interface.50,53 It can 

be concluded that the water sorption has a strong influence on the ionic conductivity, and 

ultimately on fuel cell performance (see Eq. 1.5). 

1.2.2. Degradation Mechanisms of Nafion® 

It is common knowledge that the limited lifetime is one key aspect interfering with 

the commercialization of fuel cells. Three major types of degradation shall be discussed 

Figure 1.7 Grotthuss mechanism as illustrated by K. D. Kreuer. Protons are 
strongly associated to water molecules, forming Zundel and 
Eigen ions and are transported by forming and breaking 
hydrogen bonds. Reprinted with permission from reference 49. 
Copyright 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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on the following pages: thermal, mechanical and chemical degradation.54,55 All three types 

in combination affect each other and consequently lead to performance losses and 

ultimately in failure of the fuel cell. 

Thermal Degradation 

PEM-FC membranes must withstand a wide range of operating temperatures. 

PFSA membranes such as Nafion® possess an inherent stability due to the Teflon-like 

backbone and the perfluorinated side chain, because of a shielding effect of the 

electronegative fluorine atoms and the high bond stability of C-F bonds.56 Thermal 

decomposition of Nafion® occurs at temperatures above 200 °C. Using thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), it was found that SO2 

is released between 275 °C ~350 °C, caused by a C-S bond cleavage.57 Additionally, 

Wilkie et al. reported the release of CO, CO2 and HF and carbonyl fluorides in the same 

temperature range.56 SOF2, COF2 as well as larger CxFy and CxFyOz fragments were found 

by Samms et al. upon an increase in temperature above 400 °C due to the decomposition 

of side chain and main chain.57 Samms et al. proposed two possible mechanisms (Scheme 

1.1 and Scheme 1.2).  

 

Scheme 1.1 Thermal radical decomposition by Samms et al. Reprinted with 
permission from reference 57. Copyright 1996 The Electrochemical 
Society. 
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Low temperature stresses are mostly associated with the expansion of absorbed 

water in the membrane.55 As discussed in section 1.2.1, different phases of water have 

not only an effect on the proton conduction mechanisms but also on the freezing 

behaviour. Bound water is non-freezable due to the strong interaction with sulfonate 

groups of the polymer and exhibits low mobility, but undergoes a glasslike transition below 

–80 °C.58-60 Loosely bound water and bulk-like unbound water have a higher mobility and 

freeze at temperatures below 0 °C.61,62 In PEM-FCs, temperatures below 0 °C have been 

reported to lead to performance degradation or catastrophic failure. Delamination as well 

as damage to the GDL, membrane electrode assembly (MEA) and membrane have been 

reported.63 However, the extent of the damage seems to be associated with the degree of 

hydration before the MEA is exposed to temperatures below 0 °C since partially hydrated 

MEAs are significantly less prone to mechanical damage:64 This is attributed to freezing 

water that drains out of the membrane when lowering the temperature, causing micro-

cracks and cavities within the electrode and mechanical stresses on the whole MEA.64-66 

Reducing the water content in the MEA before reaching temperatures below 0 °C is 

suggested as an efficient method to reduce low temperature degradation.65,66 

Scheme 1.2 Thermal anionic decomposition by Samms et al. Reprinted with 
permission from reference 57. Copyright 1996 The Electrochemical 
Society. 
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Mechanical Degradation 

Fuel cell MEAs are usually set under mechanical compression between the bipolar 

plates during installation in order to minimize contact resistance and ensure proper 

interlayer sealing.67,68 Already at this stage, mechanical degradation can be induced by 

manufacturing imperfections, defective gasket sealing or misalignment of layers.69-71 

Due to the mechanical forces in the fuel cell assembly, membranes show creep 

behavior, meaning that the membrane slowly deforms to evade these mechanical loads. 

The creep rate depends on temperature and relative humidity and leads to local thinning 

of the membrane.72,73 

During fuel cell operation, continuous changes in temperature and humidity lead 

to hygrothermal stresses on both membrane and MEA, and cause fatigue.74,75 In dry 

conditions, the membrane shrinks and experiences an in-plane tension. In wet conditions, 

the membrane swells and experiences compression. Extensive experimental work has 

been performed in order to understand the complex phenomena of mechanically aging 

membranes and MEA.75-79 Both temperature and relative humidity lower the modulus and 

yield stress of membrane and MEA, meaning that also the material properties itself are 

environment dependent.70,75,77,80 Compared to pure membranes, the catalyst layers in 

MEAs have been found to mechanically support the membrane.75 Under continuously 

changing mechanical loads by, for example, by cycling relative humidity, it is believed that 

changes in the structure of the membrane lead to the formation of micro-cracks and which 

propagate to perforations, tears or pinholes.81,82 Lowering the maximum stress of the 

mechanical loads was found to increase the lifetime exponentially.77 

Chemical Degradation 

During operation of a fuel cell, the formation of radical species in close proximity 

to the membrane has been observed, leading to chemical degradation of the PEM.83 

Common signs of chemical degradation are fluoride release69,84-91 and changes in the 

membrane’s ion exchange capacity,92,93 thickness94-96 and water uptake.93 These changes 

result in a loss of proton conductivity and consequently performance of the fuel cell.84,93,97 
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In situ Formation of Radicals 

Hydroxyl (HO•), hydroperoxyl (HOO•), and hydrogen (H•) radicals have been 

identified by Danilczuk and co-workers using in situ electron spin resonance (ESR) 

experiments.83 Spin-trapping with 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) (Scheme 

1.3)83,98-101 is a common technique to analyze radicals despite their short lifetime and low 

concentration.102-104 

 

Using a kinetic frame-work, Gubler et al. calculated the concentrations of HO• 

(10-16 M), HOO• (10-10 M) and H• (10-19 M) in an operating fuel cell.105 Electrochemical 

reactions at anode and cathode have been suspected to form radicals directly due to 

crossover of reactant gases.85,88,90,94,106,107 

𝐻" + 𝑂" → 2	𝐻𝑂• Eq. 1.7 

However, HO• was only observed at the cathode under closed circuit conditions 

(CCV).83 It was inferred that the origin of HO• is the two-electron oxygen reduction reaction, 

described in Eq. 1.8, to form H2O2 and a subsequent thermal or catalytic formation of HO• 

(Eq. 1.9 and Eq. 1.10, respectively).83,84,105,108 Transition metal ions such as Fe2+ from fuel 

cell components are suspected to be the major catalyst.84 

Scheme 1.3 Radical scavenging reaction of DMPO. 
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2	𝐻& + 𝑂" + 2	𝑒) → 𝐻"𝑂" E° = 0.67 V Eq. 1.8 

𝐻"𝑂"
A
2	𝐻𝑂•	  Eq. 1.9 

𝐻"𝑂" + 𝑀6& + 𝐻& → 	𝐻𝑂• + 𝐻"𝑂 + 𝑀(6&D)&	  Eq. 1.10 

H• was found by Danilczuk and co-workers in an operating fuel cell at both anode 

and cathode. They assumed that a reaction of HO• with H2 forms H•.83 

𝐻𝑂• + 𝐻" → 𝐻"𝑂 + 𝐻•  Eq. 1.11 

HOO• was found only at the cathode, which can be explained by the quick reaction 

of H• with the oxygen-rich environment at the cathode (Eq. 1.12).83 

𝐻• + 𝑂" → 𝐻𝑂𝑂•  Eq. 1.12 

In the presence of sufficient amounts of H2O2, HOO• can also be formed as 

described in Eq. 1.13. 

𝐻"𝑂" 	+ 𝐻𝑂• → 𝐻𝑂𝑂• + 𝐻"𝑂	  Eq. 1.13 

Using a fluorescent radical trap, the Nosaka research group resolved the 

distribution of HO• within the fuel cell membrane. They observed considerably higher 

concentrations of HO• at the anode compared to the cathode.109-111 Adding Fe2+ increased 

the radical formation – an indication of the presence of H2O2.109 Although Mittal et al. 

proved the presence of H2O2 during fuel cell operation, they concluded from experiments 

where supplementary H2O2 led to a decrease in degradation that the Fenton’s reaction is 

not solely responsible for chemical degradation.89,90 A general consensus in the research 

community is that the crossover of reactant gases is a key prerequisite to chemical 

degradation.89,90,106,112,113 Ex situ experiments showed that chemical degradation was 

intensified in the presence of a platinum catalyst in an O2-containing H2-rich environment 
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(representative for the anode), compared to a H2-containing O2-rich environment 

(representative for the cathode).106,112,113  

The formation of Pt deposits inside the membrane have been discussed to be 

either favourable or unfavourable.55,110,114,115 The relative position of the deposits in the 

membrane is dependent on the operating conditions of the fuel cell.116 Eslamibidgoli and 

Eikerling performed density functional theory calculations and found that Pt deposits in a 

H2-rich environment close to the anode are more likely to produce H2O2, in contrast to Pt 

deposits in an O2-rich environment close to the cathode, which are actively decomposing 

H2O2 and forming water.117 These findings explain the different nature of Pt deposits 

observed in experimental studies.115,118 

Ex situ Formation of Radicals 

Investigations of the stability of PEMs and possible mechanisms of degradation 

have been performed using various different techniques.94,119-121 Ex situ (non-fuel cell) 

experiments are commonly used for practical reasons.85,90,106 The widely used Fenton 

reaction and the direct formation of radicals by irradiation is described in more detail on 

the following section. 

Fenton Reaction 

The processes occurring in a Fenton’s solution can be described by the following 

equations, where Eq. 1.14 and Eq. 1.15, have already been described on page 16. The 

reaction in Eq. 1.14 is known as the Fenton reaction, a rapid reduction of H2O2 by a 

transition metal catalyst, usually Fe2+, in concentrations on the ppm level.122 The reactions 

in Eq. 1.15 and Eq. 1.16 are known as the Haber-Weiss cycle and require a sufficient 

concentration of H2O2, which is usually the case in a Fenton’s solution.123,124 The reaction 

in Eq. 1.17 completes the catalytic cycle, although the majority of the catalyst remains in 

the higher oxidative state.105,125 
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𝐻"𝑂" + 𝐹𝑒"& + 𝐻& → 	𝐻𝑂• + 𝐻"𝑂 + 𝐹𝑒F&	 (k = 63.5 L/mol s)126 Eq. 1.14 

𝐻"𝑂" 	+ 𝐻𝑂• → 𝐻𝑂𝑂• + 𝐻"𝑂	 (k = 2.7 × 107 L/mol s)127 Eq. 1.15 

𝐻"𝑂" + 𝐻𝑂𝑂• → 	𝑂" + 𝐻"𝑂 + 𝐻𝑂•	 (k = 0.6 L/mol s)124 Eq. 1.16 

𝐻"𝑂" + 𝐹𝑒F& → 𝐹𝑒"& + 𝐻𝑂𝑂• + 𝐻&	 (k = 4 × 10-5 L/mol s)105,125 Eq. 1.17 

In a kinetic modeling study, Gubler and co-workers found that the concentrations 

of HO• and HOO• increase with increasing concentration of H2O2, but level off around 

10‑14 mol/L and 10‑7 mol/L, respectively, above H2O2 concentrations of 1 mol/L.128 The 

concentrations of HO• and HOO• in Fenton’s solution is more than two and three orders of 

magnitude, respectively, higher than in an in situ fuel cell test.105 Most of the H2O2 in a 

Fenton’s solution is decomposed to form water and gaseous oxygen.105 

𝐻"𝑂" → 𝐻"𝑂 + ½	𝑂"	  Eq. 1.18 

In the literature, this degradation method is performed in various ways. The first 

notable method is the so-called “exchange method”, where the acidic protons of PEMs 

are exchanged for Fe2+ or Fe3+ before the degradation experiment. Subsequently, the 

membranes are immersed into H2O2 solution. The second method is the “solution 

method”, where membranes are immersed, without pre-treatment, into a Fe2+
 or Fe3+ 

solution containing H2O2. Although these two methods differ in the amount of used 

catalyst, Kundu et al. found that the resulting membrane degradation rates were quite 

similar.129 However, there are valid questions raised regarding the correlation between ex 

situ Fenton’s reagent test results and in situ fuel cell results.130,131 

Irradiation 

Irradiation by β-rays and γ-rays to generate radicals has been investigated multiple 

times over the last decades.100,127,132,133 Nafion® has been exposed to γ-irradiation, where 

the degradation was found to depend on the environment of the membrane.134,135 It is 
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believed that the radiolysis forms radicals, leading to this observation.26,127 HO•, HOO• 

(O2
•‑) and H• radicals were selectively formed in aqueous solution, using N2O, O2 and acid, 

respectively.136 

𝑒GH) 	+ 	𝑁"𝑂 + 𝐻"𝑂 → 	𝐻𝑂• + 𝑁" + 𝑂𝐻) Eq. 1.19 

𝑒GH) 	+ 	𝑂" → 	𝐻𝑂• + 𝑂"•) Eq. 1.20 

𝑒GH) 	+ 𝐻& → 	𝐻• Eq. 1.21 

tert-Butanol was added to scavenge unwanted HO• in HOO• (O2
 •–) and H• 

experiments, respectively, and to obtain a stable and relatively unreactive radical instead 

(Eq. 1.22).127,137 

𝐻𝑂• + 𝐶 𝐶𝐻F F𝑂𝐻 → 𝐻"𝑂 + 𝐶 𝐶𝐻F " 𝐶𝐻"• 𝑂𝐻 Eq. 1.22 

However, γ rays have a small linear energy transfer making direct interaction of 

the radiation with the sample possible.138 This technique is common in polymer research, 

e.g. side chain grafting139-143 or crosslinking,144-146 but is not of interest in this context. 

β-rays have the advantage to have a limited penetration depth. Using an 

experimental setup as shown in Figure 1.8, Ghassemzadeh and co-workers exposed 

membrane samples to radicals while reducing the direct interaction of the radiation with 

the sample to a minimum.93 
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Similar to the selective radical formation using γ rays, the radiolysis of oxygen-free 

aqueous solutions of H2O2 and acid with β-rays allow the selective formation of HO• (Eq. 

1.23) and H• (Eq. 1.24), respectively.93 tert-Butanol was used to scavenge unwanted HO• 

in the radiolysis of the acidic solution.93 The selective formation of radicals was confirmed 

using ESR spectroscopy after irradiation in the presence of DMPO as radical trap, 

following a reaction described in Scheme 1.3 on page 15. The exclusive detection of 

DMPO/OH and DMPO/H in H2O2 and H2SO4 containing solutions, respectively, is 

evidence for the exclusive formation of HO• and H•.93 

𝑒GH) + 𝐻"𝑂" → 𝐻𝑂• + 𝐻𝑂) Eq. 1.23 

𝑒GH) + 𝐻& → 𝐻•	 Eq. 1.24 

Although radicals are formed in the whole volume in between the solution surface 

and the membrane, only the radicals directly at the interface of the membrane are believed 

to react with the membrane, due to the short lifetime of the radicals.93 

Mechanisms of Chemical Degradation 

In the early stages, the degradation of Nafion® polymer starting from the main chain 

end groups was considered the most likely mechanism. Scheme 1.4 shows the main chain 

 

Figure 1.8 Experimental setup for radiolysis experiments with β-irradiation: 
The limited penetration depth of β rays in water was used to 
eliminate direct radiation damage on the membrane sample. 
Reprinted with permission from reference 93. Copyright 2013 
American Chemical Society. 
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unzipping mechanism proposed by Curtin and co-workers.94 Carboxylic acid end groups 

react in a decarboxylation reaction with HO•. The obtained carbon-center radical reacts 

with another HO• to yield a hydroxyl group and subsequently an acyl fluoride. Hydrolysis 

yields a carboxylic acid, which can continue to degrade upon HO• exposure. Each cycle 

yields CO2 and 2 HF, which is often used to monitor the degradation of perfluorinated 

ionomers. Treatment with F2 was used to decrease the number of carboxylic acid end 

groups in order to increase the chemical stability against HO•.106,119,120,147-151 However, 

Zhou et al. published a plot of the fluoride release rate as a function of number of end 

groups with a non-zero intercept, indicating that even post-fluorination of end groups does 

not completely eliminate chemical degradation.119 It is obvious that additional degradation 

mechanisms exist besides the main chain unzipping starting from the polymer chain end 

groups. 

 

Different degradation mechanisms with radical attack points on the side chain have 

been discussed in the literature. Uegaki performed theoretical calculations and found the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), as a reaction site for electrophilic reactions, 

in the vicinity of C-S bond on the side chain.136 The mechanism, in which the abstraction 

of SO3 occurs, was discussed with respect to the dissociation of the sulfonic acid.120 In dry 

conditions, sulfonic acid end groups can react with HO• to form water and –SO3
• and 

subsequently release SO3 to yield the carbon center radical –CF2
•.120 Coms and 

Ghassemzadeh proposed mechanisms for the degradation after SO3 release, as shown 

in Scheme 1.5.106,120 The degradation of the perfluorinated side chain proceeds in a way 

Scheme 1.4 Main chain unzipping mechanism as described by Curtin et al. 
Adapted with permission from reference 94. Copyright 2004 Elsevier 
B.V. 
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similar to the main chain unzipping described in Scheme 1.4, under the release of HF and 

CO2.  

 

However, this mechanism is unlikely when the sulfonic acid is dissociated, for 

instance in wet conditions, or when the acidic proton is exchanged by other cations. 

Indeed, in Fenton solution and OCV fuel cell tests, –SO3
– were found to be considerably 

more stable than –SO3H end groups.90,119,151,152 Based on density functional theory 

calculations, Yu et al. proposed a mechanism in which –SO3
– reacts with HO• to yield 

sulfuric acid and –CF2
• but this reaction was found to be kinetically hindered.149,153 Using 

NMR spectroscopy on Nafion® after exposure to Fenton’s solution, Ghassemzadeh found 

evidence of a cleavage of the terminal ether group of the side chain, also proposed by 

Scheme 1.5 Side chain degradation mechanism as proposed by Ghassemzadeh 
et al. Adapted with permission from reference 106. Copyright 2010 
American Chemical Society. 
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several other researchers.119,150,151,154 However, Fenton’s solution contains a mixture of 

HO• and HOO• radicals, which raises the question if this behavior is applicable to fuel cells 

as well as exclusively formed HO•.98,148,155 

In order to expose Nafion® 211 exclusively to HO•, an aqueous H2O2 solution was 

irradiated by an e-beam (β-irradiation).93 Using 19F NMR spectroscopy, the degradation 

was found to start from the side chain terminus.93 α-OCF2 (the OCF2 group closer to the 

end of the side chain) and SCF2 decay is 50% higher than β-OCF2 (the OCF2 group closer 

to the main chain). The decay of the side chain CF3 group or the branch point of the side 

chain CF(s) was 20% higher than β-OCF2.93 This indicates an initial attack at α-OCF2, 

leading to the release of −OCF2CF2SO3
–, −CF2CF2SO3

–, FCOCF3, HCF3 and HF, 

respectively.151 If the initial attack would occur at β-OCF2, also RCF2–CF(CF3)–OCF2–

CF2–SO3
– should be present, which was not found. ATR-FTIR confirmed the presence of 

carbonyl groups in the membrane. The intensity of the main chain CF2 was reported to be 

unaltered, indicating an exclusive reaction of HO• on the side chain in the initial stage of 

degradation. A revised version of the degradation mechanism with HO• was prepared and 

is shown in Scheme 1.6. 
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Mechanisms for Nafion® degradation induced by H• have been developed as well. 

Density functional theory calculations suggested that the first reaction step would take 

place at a tertiary carbon, attached to two neighboring carbons and one oxygen leading 

to the formation of HF and a tertiary carbon radical.149 Such groups exists at branch points 

of main chain and side chain, which are also the area of the lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital, suitable of reductive radicals such as H•.136 Indeed, ESR experiments showed 

tertiary carbon radicals confirm this theory.156 Coms proposed a mechanism for this 

degradation, as shown in Scheme 1.7. 

Scheme 1.6 Proposed mechanisms for the degradation of Nafion® 211 caused by 
HO•. Reprinted with permission from reference 93. Copyright 2013 
American Chemical Society. 
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H• radicals react with the fluorine at the tertiary carbon of the main chain and HF is 

formed. The radical on the tertiary carbon then reacts with for example H2O2. After the 

cleavage of the main chain and an ester hydrolysis, the side chain is released and can 

continue to degrade, respectively.  

Similar to experiments in which an e-beam was utilized to expose Nafion® 211 

exclusively to HO•, β-irradiation was used to generate H•.93 Using NMR spectroscopy, the 

Scheme 1.7 Chain scission mechanism as proposed by Coms. Reprinted with 
permission from reference 120. Copyright 2008 The Electrochemical 
Society. 
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resonances corresponding to SCF2, α-OCF2 (the OCF2 group closer to the end of the side 

chain), and CF(s) (the branch point of the side chain), respectively, were found to decrease 

with the same magnitude.93 The residual side chain resonances (CF3 and β-OCF2) as well 

as the CF(m) decay slightly less, but also with the same rate.93 The resulting two 

degradation products, R–CF2–CF(CF3)–OCF2–CF2–SO3
– and R–CF2–CF2–SO3

– were 

found to be released from the membrane,93 which confirms the two starting points for the 

degradation, as proposed previously.106,120 The reaction at CF(m), the branch point of the 

main chain, is slightly favourable over a reaction at CF(s), the branch point of the side 

chain,  due to a lower bond dissociation energy.157 The NMR resonance of the main chain 

CF2 was found to decrease substantially in this experiment, indicating a reaction at the 

main chain. The degradation mechanism for a H• was revised and is shown in Scheme 

1.8. 

 

It can be concluded that mechanism of chemical degradation of PFSA and 

specifically Nafion® differs substantially dependant on the environment in both fuel cells 

and ex situ experiments. 

1.2.3. Reduction of Exposure to Free Radicals 

Because chemical degradation is considered to be initiated by free radical attack 

on the polymer,55 two main approaches to mitigate membrane degradation are being 

pursued, as described below. 

Scheme 1.8 Proposed mechanism of H• radical attack on Nafion® 211. Reprinted 
with permission from reference 93. Copyright 2013 American 
Chemical Society. 
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Reduction of Gas Crossover 

The crossover of gases is considered to play a mayor role towards chemical 

degradation as described on page 15.89,90,106,112,113 Increasing the thickness of the 

membrane or using reinforced membranes limits radical formation pathways that are 

based on the transfer of H2 to the cathode and O2 to the anode. Unfortunately, this can 

lead to an increase in proton resistance, fuel cell performance loss and an increase in 

cost.55,139 

Decomposition of H2O2 

If the formation of peroxides cannot be eliminated, their decomposition into 

harmless H2O and O2 is an effective method to increase membrane lifetime. 

Phosphotungstic acid (PTA), tungsten oxide (WO3), and ZrO2 have been proposed as 

decomposition catalysts for H2O2 and successfully tested in situ and ex situ.158,159 ZrO2, 

originally incorporated into polymer electrolyte membranes (PEMs) for operation under 

low humidity and high temperature, is found to decrease the rate of degradation by one 

order of magnitude.159,160 Additionally, TiO2 and CeO2 were reported to be excellent H2O2 

decomposing materials.161 The role of Pt as decomposition catalyst is ambivalent, as 

explained on page 15. When Pt was distributed as nanoparticles over the whole volume 

of a Nafion® membrane, the lifetime of the composite membrane was considerably lower 

than pure Nafion®.162 When the Pt was present in the vicinity of the cathode, Pt has been 

shown to enhance membrane stability.55,115,118 

1.2.4. Scavenging of Radicals 

It was shown that membrane degradation decreased by up to three orders of 

magnitude when CeO2, or MnO2 were incorporated into the membrane.163,164 Of these, 

cerium-based additives have been the most extensively studied. Reports include the 

incorporation of Ce3+ via an ion exchange with the acidic protons of the ionomer;165,166 as 

the Ce3+ salt;167 or CeO2.163,168-171 The radical scavenging property is based on the 

reversible redox couple Ce3+ and Ce4+:128,172 
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𝐶𝑒F& + 𝐻𝑂• + 𝐻& → 𝐶𝑒K& + 𝐻"𝑂	 (k = 3 × 108 L/mol s)127  Eq. 1.25 

𝐶𝑒F& 	+ 𝐻𝑂𝑂• + 𝐻& → 𝐶𝑒K& + 𝐻"𝑂"	 (k = 2.1 × 105 L/mol s)173 Eq. 1.26 

𝐶𝑒K& + 𝐻𝑂𝑂• → 𝐶𝑒F& + 𝑂" + 𝐻&	 (k = 2.7 × 106 L/mol s)173 Eq. 1.27 

Similar to ZrO2, yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) has been used in Nafion®/YSZ 

composite membranes for high-temperature PEM fuel cells (PEMFCs) where an improved 

mechanical stability of Nafion®/YSZ composite membranes was reported. However, 

changes in chemical stability of these composite membranes were not reported.174-176 The 

effect of yttrium oxide as an antioxidant has been shown effective in biological 

applications, but has not been reported as degradation-mitigating additive in fuel cells, to 

date.177 

1.3. Alkaline Anion Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (AAEM-
FCs) 

PEM-FCs nowadays and in the early 1960s were the most common type of fuel 

cells, however, fuel cells operating in alkali media had considerable impact on fuel cell 

and energy conversion device development. Although NASA had experience with PEM-

FCs from their Gemini program, the agency decided to use alkaline fuel cells in their Apollo 

and Space Shuttle program.21 The main reasons were cost and short lifetimes of the PEM-

FCs due to membrane degradation.22 

The electrochemical reactions of alkaline fuel cells remain on the basis of the redox 

reaction of fuel and oxygen. However, the standard potential of the reactions, shown in 

Eq. 1.28 and Eq. 1.29, differ substantially. At the anode, hydrogen is oxidized in the 

presence of base to form water and electrons. At the cathode, oxygen is reduced and 

reacts with water to form hydroxide molecules. The cell potential remains the same as in 

PEM-FCs as the overall reaction remains the same at 1.23 V (Eq. 1.30). 
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𝐻" + 2	𝑂𝐻) → 2	𝐻"𝑂 + 2	𝑒) E° = –0.828 V Eq. 1.28 

	𝐻"𝑂 + ½	𝑂" + 2	𝑒) → 2	𝑂𝐻)	 E° = 0.401 V Eq. 1.29 

𝐻" + ½	𝑂" → 𝐻"𝑂	 ∆E° = 1.229 V Eq. 1.30 

Due to the alkaline media and lower electrode potentials, non-Pt catalysts such as 

Ag or Ni can be used in the electrodes and have shown to possess similar or better 

performance and stability than Pt catalysts.178-181 Non-Pt catalyst are also expected to 

contribute to an overall cost reduction.  

The composition of alkaline anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AAEM-FCs) is 

shown in Figure 1.9 and contains an anion conducting polymer as electrolyte. 

 

 
Figure 1.9 Schematic representation of an alkaline anion exchange membrane 

fuel cell (AAEM-FC). 
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Within the polymer, the hydroxide anions move in similar manner to protons in a 

PEM-FC.182 However, the self-diffusion coefficient of hydroxide is roughly 50% lower than 

the self-diffusion coefficient of protons in infinite dilution in water.183 Consequently, 

hydroxide conductivity is expected to be lower by the same magnitude. At high relative 

humidity Grotthus-like structural diffusion of hydroxide provides high ion conductivity. 

However, at low relative humidity, the conductivity suffers due to incomplete dissociation 

and a slow movement of the hydrated hydroxide.184 Roughly 15 water molecules are 

required to reach a high conductivity.184 The formation of bicarbonate and carbonate in an 

CO2 containing environment is also a major issue (Eq. 1.31 and Eq. 1.32), decreasing the 

overall ion conductivity of the electrolyte substantially.184 

𝑂𝐻) + 𝐶𝑂" → 𝐻𝐶𝑂F) Eq. 1.31 

𝐻𝐶𝑂F) + 𝑂𝐻) → 𝐻"𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂F")	 Eq. 1.32 

1.3.1. Polymer Materials in AAEM-FCs 

In alkaline anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AAEM-FCs), a hydrated polymer 

provides the anion conduction. The requirements for these materials are similar to the 

requirements for PEM. Polymers such as poly(arylene ether sulfone)s,185-187 

poly(olefin)s,188,189 poly(styrene)s,190 poly(phenylene oxide)s,191-194 and 

poly(phenylene)s195 have been developed bearing cationic moieties (e.g. 

tetraalkylammonium,188,189 benzyltrimethylammonium,190,195 imidazolium,192,196 

benzimidazolium,197 1,4-diazabicyclo [2,2,2] octane (DABCO),198,199 and 

phosphonium199,200), shown in Figure 1.10. 
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1.3.2. Degradation Mechanisms and Stability of Alkaline Anion 
Exchange Membranes 

Functional groups such as tetraalkylammonium, imidazolium or benzimidazolium 

cations, are prone to degradation by reactions with hydroxide ions. β-Hofmann elimination, 

shown in Scheme 1.9, is the most probable degradation pathway of alkylated 

trimethylammonium derivatives. The hydroxide reacts with the β-H atom to form water and 

leads to the abstraction of trimethylamine and removal of the positive charge on the 

polymer. As a consequence, the ion exchange capacity and anion conductivity decrease. 

 

Figure 1.10 Chemical structures of some cationic moieties reported in the 
literature: e.g. tetraalkylammonium,188,189 
benzyltrimethylammonium,190,195 imidazolium,192,196 
benzimidazolium,197 1,4-diazabicyclo [2,2,2] octane (DABCO),198,199 
and phosphonium.199,200 
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If β-H atoms are absent, nucleophilic displacement (SN2) leads to the release of 

methanol and amine formation. Derivatives, in which α-H and β-H are both absent, have 

shown to possess an enhanced stability.201 

The rate of degradation depends on the level of hydration, affecting the effective 

hydroxide concentration in the aqueous phase. In AAEM-FCs, the degradation was 

observed to be more severe at the cathode region than at the anode, due to the 

consumption of water in the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR, Eq. 1.29).202 This puts 

special emphasis on good water management in the AAEM, to increase durability and fuel 

cell performance.203 

Radical induced degradation has not been investigated in detail in AAEM-FCs as 

degradation by hydroxide is far more severe.202 

1.3.3. Degradation Mechanisms and Stability of Benz(Imidazolium) 
Cations 

Polymers bearing benzimidazolium- (PBI) and imidazolium moieties have been 

developed, but have been reported to react by a reaction with hydroxide ions. The 

hydroxide ions attack at the C2-position of the (benz)imidazolium ring leading to 

Scheme 1.9 Degradation mechanism of trimethylalkylammonium groups 
reacting with hydroxyl ions. 
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irreversible ring-opening (Scheme 1.10) or nucleophilic displacement at the (alkyl) 

substituents at N1 and N3, respectively. Both reactions lead to loss of cationic 

functionality, and ion conductivity. 

 

The rate of degradation of benz(imidazoliums) was found to depend on the 

substituents in the imidazolium or benzimidazolium anions or anion moieties in polymers. 

At the nitrogen atoms (N1 and N3, see Figure 1.10), alkyl and benzyl groups have shown 

to influence the stability against de-alkylation reaction. At the C4 and C5 position of 

imidazoliums, methyl and phenyl groups prevent deprotonation by hydroxide.204 However, 

the emphasis has been on substituents on the C2 position, where for example methyl,205 

ethyl,205 propyl205,206 t-butyl,206 phenyl,207 mesityl,208,209 trimethoxyphenyl210,211, and m-

terphenyl212 have been studied. In simplified terms, the stability was found to increase with 

more bulky substituents. This was especially obvious when using substituents such as 

mesitylene or trimethoxyphenyl. 

C2-substituents such as mesityl or trimethoxyphenyl inhibiti attack by hydroxide at 

the C2 position by steric protection. The methyl and methoxy groups of mesityl and 

trimethoxyphenyl, respectively, are positioned above and below the weak point of the 

imidazolium. In 2 M KOH at 60 °C, the mesityl groups in mesitylene-poly- 

(dimethylbenzimidazolium) hydroxide (Mes-PDMBI−OH−) lead to no detectable sign of 

degradation. Unfortunately, the polymer was reported to be soluble in water.208 The 

hydrophobic portion of the polymer was increased by replacing mesityl with hexamethyl-

p-terphenyl (HMT) to yield a polymer (HMT-PMBI-OH-, Figure 1.11) with the same 

stability.209 

Scheme 1.10 Degradation mechanism of imidazolium in an addition-elimination 
reaction leading to ring-opening. 
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The increase in the hydrophobic portion of the polymer was not sufficient to obtain 

a water-insoluble polymer (IECOH- = 3.14 mmol/g). However, decreasing the degree of 

functionalization by only partial dimethylation lowered ion exchange capacity and water 

sorption but also lowered ion conductivity. Excessive swelling and eventual dissolution at 

elevated temperature cannot be eliminated, which has detrimental consequence in 

electrochemical energy conversion devices. 

1.3.4. Crosslinking of AAEMs 

Polymer crosslinking is a promising approach to improve the properties of alkaline 

anion exchange membranes, as it limits water sorption, increases mechanical and 

chemical stability and lowers reactant/solvent permeability. Through epoxides,213 

metathesis,214 and thiol-ene click chemistry covalent crosslinks have been formed.194 

Crosslinks have also been established by forming cationic moieties by a reaction of halide-

bearing polymers with N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-1,6-hexanediamine,215,216 1,4-

diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO),191,198 or imidazole derivatives.187,192 Vice versa, 

trialkylamine-substituted polymers have been crosslinked with dihalide crosslinkers, such 

as α,α’-dichloro-p-xylene (DCX).217 

1.3.5. Crosslinking of PBI-based Polymers 

Ionically-neutral, N-unsubstituted poly(benzimidazole)-based polymer (PBI) has 

been crosslinked in various ways. Covalent crosslinks can by formed by reactions with 

epoxides,218,219 and halide crosslinkers,220-226 respectively, or by thermal treatment.227,228 

Subsequent doping with phosphoric acid218,223,226,228 or KOH229 yields proton or anion 

 

Figure 1.11 Chemical structure of partially methylated hexamethyl-p-terphenyl 
polybenzimidazolium (HMT-PMBI) in hydroxide form. The ratio of the 
three repeating units, a, b, and c alters the degree of 
functionalization (methylation) and the ion exchange capacity (IEC). 
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exchange membranes, respectively, with a lower solubility and increased elastic modulus. 

Crosslinked PBI was also found to possess a higher stability against oxidative radicals 

and hydroxide. Crosslinked PBI was also used in forward osmosis and where an improved 

ion selectivity and increased water permeation flux was reported.224 

Crosslinking N-mono-substituted PBI with halide crosslinkers230,231 or halide-

bearing polymers232 leads the formation di-substituted benzimidazolium groups and an 

increase of the ion exchange capacity. Katzfuß et al. reported a power density of 120 

mW/cm2 at 80 °C in a Pt-free direct methanol fuel cell (DM-FC) which was comprised of a 

crosslinked methylated poly(benzimidazolium). However, the chemical stability against an 

attack of hydroxide was not correlated to the degree of crosslinks in the polymer system.230 

In contrast, inducing ionic crosslinks by acid-base chemistry leads to a decrease of the 

ion exchange capacity.208,226 

1.4. Motivation and Outline of This Thesis 

The term ‘stability’ is probably the most-used term of this thesis and describes the 

objective of the performed research. In order to head towards the ‘stability’ of membranes 

and durable fuel cells, the underlying reasons why materials are ‘unstable’ have to be 

discovered and understood. The thesis summarizes the research and findings of the 

author towards stable membrane materials for both PEM-FCs and AAEM-FCs on very 

different levels. PEM-FC research is ongoing for decades while the research activities in 

AAEM-FCs have recently received a major boost. Thus, the scope of this thesis differs 

substantially between the two. Nevertheless, the approach to firstly understand limitations 

to develop new materials remains the same. 

PEMs suffer from radical-induced degradation that limits the durability and lifetime 

of PEM-FCs. Ex situ experiments are often used to investigate methods of degradation 

inhibition such as incorporated radical scavenging additives or H2O2 decomposing 

catalysts. However, the complex interaction of direct and indirect effects on the membrane 

properties and the durability are often disregarded in the literature but are nevertheless 

essential for basic understanding and development of more durable materials. 
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Chapter 2 is dedicated to ex situ investigations of metal oxide nanoparticles as 

radical scavengers and H2O2 decomposition catalysts to improve the durability of PFSA 

membranes. Exemplarily, CeO2, ZrO2 and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) are used, 

representing different approaches. The most important membrane properties are 

examined and compared to pristine PFSA membranes. Over the course of this work, it 

was found that experimental differences in the ex situ degradation procedure has not only 

a tremendous impact on observed stabilities but also on the interpretation of findings within 

the research community. A new robust experimental procedure allows a direct comparison 

of ex situ stabilities of different PEM materials. 

AAEMs mostly suffer from hydroxide induced degradation. The stability of anion 

exchange sites is often investigated by ex situ degradation studies in alkaline media. 

However, it is difficult to adapt the findings from such degradation studies in later research 

with a lack of fundamental understanding of the degradation mechanism and how 

differences in the chemical structure affect the stability against hydroxide attack. 

Chapter 3 investigates the alkaline stability of sterically-protected benzimidazolium 

and imidazolium groups. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations are used as a tool 

to understand their distinct degradation mechanism. Altered chemical structures of the 

benzimidazoliums and imidazoliums are expected to counter the degradation by hydroxide 

and consequently improve hydroxide-stability. Results from altered environmental 

parameters can help to interpret results from different ex situ degradation experiments 

and in situ application. These findings are believed to help the development of ex situ 

procedures with mechanisms similar to an in situ environment. 

The high ion exchange capacity (IEC) and water sorption of AAEMs is crucial for 

the performance of AAEM-based energy conversion devices. Crosslinking of polymer 

chains has been found to be an excellent approach for AAEM that possesses high 

conductivity and while maintaining their mechanical integrity at high temperature in the 

wet state. However, a lack of a control and understanding how the anion conduction is 

affected by crosslinks in different environments exists in the literature. Thus, an 

interpretation of the observed properties is difficult. Moreover, the hydroxide stability is 
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difficult to investigate due to the inherent insolubility of crosslinked polymers and 

quantitative hydroxide-stabilities is commonly not reported. 

Chapter 4 examines the effect of crosslinks in an alkaline-stable anion exchange 

polymer system in a systematic investigation. The crosslinks alter ion exchange capacity, 

water uptake and anion conductivity. All properties can be tuned individually for different 

applications and a wider operating window in electrochemical energy conversion devices. 

A small molecule study investigates the hydroxide-stability of the crosslinking moiety 

against hydroxide attack and is compared to the hydroxide-stability of crosslinked and 

uncrosslinked polymer membranes. 

In summary, the thesis discusses three different approaches, which are anticipated 

to contribute to the development of PEMs and AAEMs with improved mechanical and 

chemical stability. 
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Chapter 2. Additive Development for PEMs with 
Enhanced Stability 

The content of this chapter has been published in cooperation with Dr. Timothy J. 

Peckham and Dr. Steven Holdcroft in the Journal of Membrane Science.233 Dr. Dev 

Sharma performed TGA measurements, described in section 2.2.9. All other experiments 

in this chapter were designed and performed by the author of this thesis. 

2.1. Introduction 

Understanding the degradation processes of proton exchange membranes in fuel 

cells is key to enhancing their lifetime. The lifetime target depends on the application of 

the fuel cell ranging from 5,500 h in automotive application,19 up to 25,000 h in heavy duty 

automotive application,234 and 40,000 h in stationary application.19 Although heavy duty 

bus fuel cells have been reported to surpass up to 20,000 h of life time,234 the reliability 

and durability of fuel cells have to be improved to decrease downtime and increase 

availability of the fuel cell systems.235,236 

The reaction of H2O2 with a “Fenton’s catalyst” such as Fe2+ to form hydroxyl 

radicals is a common approach to forming free radicals as these are considered to be the 

primary species in PEM degradation pathways.105,126 As a result, the catalytic 

decomposition of H2O2 by Fe2+ is widely used to assess the chemical stability of polymers 

(Fenton’s reagent test) and other organic materials against radical attack.237-239 

In this chapter, CeO2 and ZrO2 and yttria-stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ) are incorporated 

into membranes cast from Nafion® D2020. During the course of this work, it became 

evident that the widely-used Fenton’s reagent test resulted in incorporation of high 

concentrations of iron species. A methodology was developed that incorporates a 

controlled quantity of iron species in the membrane, which is not based on a cation 

exchange in solution. The effect of metal oxide particles on pristine Nafion® membrane 

properties, namely ion exchange capacity (IEC), water sorption, proton conductivity, and 

mechanical stability has also been examined. Three types of Fenton’s reaction 
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degradation procedures were performed on Nafion® polymer membranes and the 

differences in the methods are discussed. Membranes are analyzed for fluoride release, 

mass loss and loss of sulfonic acid groups; chemical changes are analyzed by infrared 

spectroscopy (IR). Scanning electron microscopy was performed to detect changes in 

membrane morphology.  

2.2. Experimental 

2.2.1. Materials 

Ammonium acetate (C2H4O2·NH3, BioShop, reagent grade), L-ascorbic acid 

(C6H8O6, Anachemia, reagent grade), cerium oxide (CeO2, Aldrich, < 25 nm), ferrous 

sulphate heptahydrate (FeSO4·7H2O, EMD, ≥99%), glacial acetic acid (CH3COOH, EMD, 

>99.7%), hydrochloric acid (HCl, Anachemia, reagent grade), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 

Caledon Labs, 30 wt%), hydroxylamine hydrochloride (HONH2·HCl, Anachemia, reagent 

grade), Nafion® D2020 (DuPont/Ion Power, 20 wt% in propanol/water, chemically 

stabilized), 1,10-phenanthroline hydrate (C12H8N2·H2O, BDH, 99.5%), sodium chloride 

(NaCl, Caledon Labs, 99%), 1-propanol (Caledon Labs, >99.5%), sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH, EMD, 97+%), yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ, 8 mol% yttria, ≤100 nm, Aldrich), and 

zirconium oxide (ZrO2, Aldrich, <100 nm), were used as received. Fishing line (MAXIMA 

Meinel GmbH, “Fluorocarbon” series, 0.34 mm diameter) was used to secure membrane 

pieces in solution. Deionized (DI) water (R>18 MΩ) was used for all experiments. Total 

ionic strength adjustment buffer (TISAB) was prepared by dissolving 58 g NaCl in 500 mL 

DI water, adding 58 mL glacial acetic acid, and adjusting the pH to 5.5 using 5M NaOH 

solution. The solution was transferred to a 1 L volumetric flask and topped up with DI 

water.  

2.2.2. Membrane Casting for Pristine Membrane Analysis and 
Degradation: Procedure A and B 

9 g of 20 wt% Nafion® dispersion were stirred with 1 g of n-propanol and 0, 3, 5 or 

10 wt%, additive particles (e.g., CeO2, ZrO2, and YSZ with respect to Nafion® content) for 

15 min and subsequently sonicated for 15 min to disperse the particles in the polymer 
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dispersion. This stirring/sonicating procedure was repeated twice. A 0.5 mm thin Nafion® 

dispersion layer was applied on a glass plate using a K202 Control Coater casting table 

and a doctor blade (RK PrintCoat Instruments Ltd). After drying at room temperature 

overnight, the membranes were annealed at 140 °C for 2 h in an oven and for 24 h at 

120 °C. The membranes were peeled off the glass plate and stored in dry state. 

2.2.3. Membrane Casting for Degradation: Procedure C 

The same procedure as above was used except 9 g of 20 wt% Nafion® dispersion 

was stirred with 1 g of an aqueous 322 mM FeSO4·7H2O solution, and 0, 3, 5 or 10 wt%, 

additive particles (with respect to Nafion® content), e.g., CeO2, ZrO2, and YSZ so that the 

Fe2+
 content of the membranes was ~10,000 ppm. 

2.2.4. Pretreatment of Membranes 

Membranes for pristine membrane analysis were stirred in DI water at 80 °C for 

2 h, in 2 M HCl for 2 h at 80 °C and for 36 h at room temperature. During this time, the 

solution was exchanged once. The membranes were then washed multiple times over 8 h 

with DI water. Membranes for degradation studies were used without further pretreatment. 

2.2.5. Repetitions 

All reported values are average values of at least three identical pristine membrane 

samples or two identical degraded membrane samples, respectively, that were separately 

analyzed. Each measurement was repeated at least three times. 

2.2.6. Dry Mass and Water Sorption 

 Membranes were dried at 80 °C for 12 h in vacuum, cooled to room temperature 

under vacuum and weighed on an analytical balance to obtain the dry mass (mdry). Wet 

masses (mwet) of fully humidified membranes were determined at room temperature after 

soaking the membranes for at least 24 h in DI water, and removing water from the 

membrane surface with a paper towel. The water uptake was calculated by Eq. 2.1. 
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𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 =
𝑚T72 − 𝑚V-W

𝑚V-W
 Eq. 2.1 

The number of water molecules per sulfonic acid groups (λ) was approximated by 

Eq. 2.2, where MH2O is the molar mass of water and IEC is the ion exchange capacity as 

described in the section 2.2.7. 

𝜆 =
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒
𝑀YZ[ ⋅ 𝐼𝐸𝐶	

 Eq. 2.2 

In-plane swelling (Sxy, Eq. 2.3) was determined by obtaining images of membrane 

samples in dry and wet state with a resolution of 1600 dpi using a Canon Canoscan 8400F 

scanner and subsequent processing in ImageJ to obtain membrane width (x, 

perpendicular to machine direction) and length (y, machine direction).240 

𝑆_W =
𝑥T72 ⋅ 𝑦T72 − 𝑥V-W ⋅ 𝑦V-W

𝑥V-W ⋅ 𝑦V-W
 Eq. 2.3 

Anisotropic in-plane swelling (Sx/Sy) was determined by Eq. 2.4. 

𝑆_
𝑆W
=
𝑥T72 − 𝑥V-W

𝑥V-W
⋅

𝑦V-W
𝑦T72 − 𝑦V-W

 Eq. 2.4 

2.2.7. Ion Exchange Capacity (IEC) 

IEC values were determined by acid-base titration. Membranes were soaked in 30 

mL of an aqueous 2M NaCl solution overnight to release the acidic protons and the 

solution was titrated with standardized 0.01 M NaOH solution to pH 7 using a Metrohm 

848 Titrino Plus auto-titrator. The IEC was calculated by Eq. 2.5, where VNaOH is the 

volume of the NaOH solution, [NaOH] the concentration of the NaOH solution and mdry the 

dry mass of the membrane in acid form. 
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𝐼𝐸𝐶 =
𝑉cG[Y ⋅ 𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻

𝑚V-W
 Eq. 2.5 

2.2.8. Proton Conductivity 

In-plane proton conductivity measurements were performed using a Solartron 

1260 frequency response analyzer and AC impedance. Membranes were placed on two 

platinum electrodes mounted on a Teflon block, held in place by a second Teflon block 

and fixed by a screw clamp. The impedance of the fully humidified membrane was 

measured at 25 °C at 100 mV AC voltage between 10 MHz and 100 Hz. The resistance 

Rp of the membranes was determined from the semi-circle using the Randles circuit fit to 

the obtained Nyquist plot. Between each measurement, the membrane was immersed in 

DI water and put onto the electrodes upside-down to compensate a drying of the 

membrane as well as inhomogeneities of the membranes. The conductivity of the 

membranes (σ, mS/cm) was calculated using the average resistance (Rp, Ω), width and 

thickness in wet state (cm), and the distance between the electrodes (lelectrodes, cm) as 

shown in Eq. 2.6.  

𝜎 =
𝑙7e742-fV78

𝑅h ⋅ 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ⋅ 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
 Eq. 2.6 

2.2.9. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

In a Shimadzu TGA-50 thermogravimetric analyzer, at least 7 mg dry polymer 

sample was heated from 25 °C to 800 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min under nitrogen 

flow. Pure Nafion® as well as Nafion®/additive composites with 10 wt% additive content 

were examined. 

2.2.10. Mechanical Analysis 

Membrane samples were dried for 24 h at 80 °C under vacuum, before membrane 

specimens with gauge dimensions of 33 mm length and 6 mm width were prepared. The 
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tensile strength was determined at 23 °C and 44% relative humidity (RH) using an Instron 

3344 single column system with 5 mm/min strain rate. Elastic modulus, tensile strength 

and maximum strain are reported. 

2.2.11. Membrane Degradation Procedure A 

Eight pure Nafion® membranes were dried in a vacuum oven at 120 °C for 12 h 

and the initial mass (m0) was determined. The membranes were tied with fishing line to a 

polyethylene-based (PE) fixture, possessing a thermocouple. The reaction was initiated 

by immersing the membranes in a predefined amount of 20 wt% H2O2 and 10 ppm Fe2+ 

solution and heating to 80 °C in the dark (Table 2.1). Two membrane samples were taken 

every 12 h, the solution was replaced every 12 h and the Fenton’s reagent reaction was 

restarted. The removed solution was analyzed for F- content. After 48 h, all membrane 

samples were separately immersed in 2 M HCl solution for 12 h at 80 °C, to remove iron 

catalyst residues, and washed multiple times over 5 h with DI water. The Fe2+/3+ catalyst 

solution was analyzed for Fe2+/3+ content. 

 

2.2.12. Membrane Degradation Procedure B 

Membrane degradation procedure B is very similar to procedure A, however, after 

taking membrane samples after each 12 h Fenton’s reaction, the remaining membranes 

were soaked in 2 M HCl for 12 h at 85 °C; after 5 h, the solution was renewed. Before 

restarting the Fenton’s reaction, the membranes were washed multiple times with DI water 

Table 2.1 Quantity of 20 wt% H2O2 solution used per mg of polymer present 
during Fenton’s reagent experiment to ensure a comparable 
stoichiometry. 

Reaction Time 
𝒎𝟐𝟎𝒘𝒕%𝑯𝟐𝑶𝟐

𝒎𝟎
 

[h] [g]/[mg] 
0-12 2 

12-24 3 
24-36 4 
36-48 8 
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over 10 h. By doing so, Fe2+/3+ catalyst residues were removed from the membranes each 

time to avoid an accumulation of iron ions. The obtained membrane samples were 

separately immersed in 2 M HCl solution for 12 h at 80 °C to remove Fe2+/3+ catalyst. The 

solution was analyzed for Fe2+/3+ content and the membranes were washed multiple times 

over 5 h with DI water. 

2.2.13. Membrane Degradation Procedure C 

8 Nafion® membranes that were cast with FeSO4 in situ were dried in a vacuum 

oven at 120 °C for 12 h and the initial mass (m0) was determined. The membranes were 

placed in a setup as described in procedure A. The reaction was initiated by immersing 

the membranes in a predefined amount containing 20 wt% H2O2 solution only and heating 

to 80 °C in the dark (Table 2.1). The solution was replaced every 12 h and analyzed for F- 

content. Two membrane samples were taken every 12 h. The obtained membrane 

samples were immersed in 2 M HCl solution for 12 h at 80 °C reaction to remove the 

Fe2+/3+ catalyst. The solution was analyzed for Fe2+/3+ content and the membranes washed 

multiple times over 5 h with DI water. For comparison, membrane samples with 3 wt% 

CeO2, ZrO2, and YSZ additive particles were treated in the same manner. 

2.2.14. Measurements of Fluoride Release  

Replaced Fenton’s reagent experiment solutions were analyzed for fluoride 

release. After cooling to room temperature, 10 mL of sample solution were mixed with 

10 mL of TISAB buffer solution and analyzed with a fluoride ion selective electrode (F--

ISE on 781 pH/Ion Meter, Metrohm AG). The fluoride release (bF-,i in mmol/g) was 

calculated from the measured fluoride concentration ([Fi
-] in ppm), the volume of the 

Fenton solution (Vsolution,i
 in mL) and the total dry mass of polymer present during the 

experiment (m0 in mg), where MF is the molar mass of fluorine (19.0 g/mol) as shown in 

Eq. 2.7. 
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𝑏wx,0 =
𝐹0) ⋅ 𝑉8fey20f6,0
𝑀w 	 ⋅ 𝑚z	

 Eq. 2.7 

The accumulated fluoride release (ΣF-) in mmol/g is described in Eq. 2.8.  

𝛴wx = 𝑏wx,0
0

 Eq. 2.8 

The total fluoride loss (𝑋wx, Eq. 2.9) is the fraction of fluorine of the polymer that 

has been lost, where [FNafion] is the concentration of fluorine in Nafion® polymer 

(35.65 mmol/g). 

𝑋wx =
𝛴wx

[𝐹cG;0f6]
 Eq. 2.9 

2.2.15. Content of Fe2+/3+ 

The content of Fe2+/3+ was determined by a photometric analysis procedure 

adapted from the literature.241 5 mL of aqueous 0.34 M acidic ascorbic acid solution and 

5 mL of aqueous buffer solution containing 5.2 M ammonium acetate and 8.7 M glacial 

acetic acid were added to 20 mL of sample solution. The mixture was stirred and 2 mL of 

an aqueous 1.44 M hydroxylamine hydrochloride solution and 2 mL of an acidified 

aqueous 0.028 M 1,10-phenanthroline solution was added. The pH of the mixture was 

adjusted to 4.0 using a pH electrode, kept in dark for about 15 min, transferred to a 50 mL 

volumetric flask and topped up with DI water. The absorption of the solution at 510 nm 

was measured using a Cary Varian 300Bio UV/Vis spectrometer against a blank sample 

prepared in a similar manner. The content of Fe2+/3+ (nFe2+/3+) was quantified using a 

calibration curve, and expressed as Fe2+/3+ content in ppm with respect to the mass of 

polymer (mdry), where MFe is the molar mass of iron (55.8 g/mol) as shown in Eq. 2.10. 
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𝐹𝑒"&/F&	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑛w7Z�/�� ⋅ 𝑀w7

𝑚V-W
 Eq. 2.10 

Because all Fe3+ is reduced to Fe2+ to form the detectable red-coloured complex 

during the analysis, a distinction between released Fe2+ and Fe3+ is impossible. However, 

we assume a mixture of Fe2+ and Fe3+ and report the all values as Fe2+/3+
 content. 

2.2.16. Loss of Mass (Xm) and -SO3H (X-SO3H) 

The amount of polymer material lost from degraded membranes (Xm, Eq. 2.11) 

was calculated from the dry mass (mdry) of the degraded membranes and their initial weight 

before the degradation process (m0). 

𝑋� =
𝑚V-W

𝑚z
⋅ 100% Eq. 2.11 

The loss of sulfonic acid groups (X-SO3H) of degraded membranes was calculated 

using Eq. 2.12, where VNaOH and [NaOH] are the volume and the concentration of the 

sodium hydroxide solution used in the titration of the IEC measurement, respectively. IEC0 

is the IEC of the corresponding pristine membrane and m0 is the initial mass of the pristine 

sample. 

𝑋)�[�Y =
𝑉cG[Y ⋅ 𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻

𝐼𝐸𝐶z ⋅ 𝑚z
⋅ 100% Eq. 2.12 

2.2.17. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Imaging 

Freeze-fractured membrane pieces were coated with <10 nm Au in an Anatech 

Hummer 6.2 sputter coater. SEM images were taken using a FEI DB235 SEM at 5 kV 

accelerating voltage. 
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2.2.18. Attenuated Total Reflection Infrared (ATR-IR) Spectroscopy 

Membrane samples were soaked in 2 M NaCl solution for 12 h, washed multiple 

times with DI water, and dried for 12 h at 100 °C under vacuum. ATR-FTIR spectra were 

recorded on a Thermo Nicolet Nexus 670 FT-IR spectrophotometer equipped with a Pike 

MIRacle attenuated total reflection (ATR) sampling accessory using 64 scans with a 

resolution of 1 cm-1 between 700 and 4000 cm-1. Absorbance intensity was adjusted to 

possess the same maximum intensity. 

2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Properties of Additive-Containing Membranes 

Nafion® membranes containing 3, 5 and 10 wt% CeO2, ZrO2 and YSZ were 

prepared and their properties compared to pure pristine Nafion® membranes (additive 

content, 0 wt%). Water uptake (Figure 2.1A) increases from 22 wt% in pure Nafion® to 24 

wt% by adding up to 10 wt% CeO2; by adding 10 wt% ZrO2 or 5 wt% YSZ, the water uptake 

increases to 29 wt% or 30 wt%, respectively. Increasing the YSZ content to 10 wt% does 

not lead to a further water uptake increase. As shown in Figure 2.1B, the number of water 

molecules per sulfonic acid group (λ) increases from 12 in pure Nafion® to 14-15 in 

membranes with CeO2, independent of CeO2 content. With increasing ZrO2 or YSZ 

content, λ increases to 18 or 20, respectively. In-plane swelling Sxy, as shown in Figure 

2.2, is found to be unaffected by the addition of CeO2
 and remains at ~30%. Small 

variations were found in membranes containing 3 wt% ZrO2 or 5 wt% YSZ, where the 

swelling decreased to 27% or increased to 34%, respectively. Sx/Sy remains at 1.00±0.03, 

independent from additive content or additive loading. 
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Figure 2.1 Water uptake (A), and water molecules per sulfonic acid group (λ, B) 
of fully humidified pristine membranes as a function of additive 
content. 

 

Figure 2.2 In-plane swelling (Sxy) and in-plane anisotropy (Sx/Sy) of fully 
humidified pristine membranes as a function of additive content. 
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The IECs of composite membranes are summarized in Figure 2.3A, and compared 

against pure Nafion® (0.97 mmol/g). The IEC decreases with increasing additive content. 

For example, the addition of 10 wt% YSZ, CeO2, and ZrO2 lowers the IEC to 0.86, 0.89 

and 0.89 mmol/g, respectively. Proton conductivity data are shown in Figure 2.3B. With 

increasing CeO2 content, proton conductivity (σ) decreases from 78 mS/cm (pure Nafion®) 

to 76, 75 and 70 mS/cm. In ZrO2 containing membranes, the conductivities are 75, 79 and 

67 mS/cm for 3, 5 and 10 wt% additive content, respectively. The lowest conductivities 

were found in Nafion®/YSZ membranes, where increasing the additive content from 3 to 5 

and 10 wt% causes the conductivity to drop to 73, 72 and 67 mS/cm, respectively. 

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) data are shown in Figure 2.4, which compares 

pure Nafion® with Nafion® containing 10 wt% CeO2, ZrO2 or YSZ. The first noticeable mass 

loss, for all examined membranes, is observed between 50 °C and 175 °C (~8%) and is 

attributed to the evaporation of adsorbed water.56,57 Above 265 °C, a second noticeable 

mass loss (~10%) is observed, assigned to decomposition of –SO3H groups,56,57 followed 

by a third and final mass loss, which onsets at 340 °C, due to decomposition of ether 

 

Figure 2.3 Ion exchange capacity of pristine membranes (IEC, A) and proton 
conductivity (σ, B) as a function of additive content. The dashed line 
represents the theoretical IEC upon dilution with additive. 
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linkages and the polymer main chain.242,243 Pure Nafion® is completely decomposed at 

480 °C, whereas Nafion®/YSZ decomposed completely at 450 °C. In contrast, mass loss 

is retarded in Nafion®/CeO2 and Nafion®/ZrO2, to 500 °C and 530 °C, respectively. No 

further mass loss step is observed and the determined mass residues are 2% (pure 

Nafion®), 10% (CeO2), 9% (ZrO2), and 8% (YSZ). 

 

Mechanical analysis data are summarized in Table 2.2. The elastic modulus of 

pure Nafion® was determined to be 186 MPa (Figure 2.5). Upon incorporation of CeO2, 

the modulus increases to 209 MPa. With increasing ZrO2 content, up to 5 wt%, the 

modulus increases to 211 MPa, but decreases upon adding additional ZrO2. No clear trend 

was found for Nafion®/YSZ membranes, which exhibited elastic moduli of 199, 180, and 

200 MPa for 3, 5 and 10 wt% YSZ. All membranes possessed a tensile strength of 

20±3 MPa. Additive incorporation seems to increase the maximum strain from 200% to up 

to 278% (10% ZrO2) without showing a clear trend. 

 

Figure 2.4 Mass loss of pristine membranes in thermogravimetric analysis as a 
function of temperature. 
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Table 2.2 Modulus, stress and strain at break of pristine membranes. 

 
Additive 
Content 

Elastic 
Modulus 

Tensile  
Strength 

Maximum 
Strain 

[wt%] [MPa] [MPa] [%] 

Nafion® 0 186±11 21±3 200±50 

Nafion® 
CeO2 

3 203±4 21±2 220±30 
5 207±6 23±2 260±30 
10 209±7 20±2 200±30 

Nafion® 
ZrO2 

3 202±7 22±1 259±13 
5 211±7 18±1 220±30 
10 173±11 18±1 278±12 

Nafion® 
YSZ 

3 199±3 21±1 232±18 
5 180±9 17±1 220±20 
10 200±6 19±1 236±12 
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2.3.2. Comparison of Nafion® Membranes Subjected to 
Degradation Procedures A, B and C 

The differences between the membrane degradation procedures are summarized 

in Table 2.3. Procedure A differs from procedure B only by the additional acid wash in 

between Fenton’s reaction restarts, in order to eliminate Fe2+/3+ catalyst accumulation in 

the membrane. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Modulus of pristine membranes at 23 °C and 43% RH as a function 
of additive content. 

Table 2.3 Summary of Nafion® Membrane Degradation Procedures used in this 
study. 

Membrane Degradation 
Procedure [H2O2] Solution 

exchange [Fe2+] 
Initial 

placement 
of Fe2+ 

Acid 
Wash 

A 20 wt% every 12 h 10 ppm in solution no 

B 20 wt% every 12 h 10 ppm in solution every 
12 h 

C 20 wt% every 12 h 10,000 
ppm in membrane no 
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An effect of acid washing is indeed observed, as shown in Figure 2.6. Membranes 

that were degraded up to 4 times for 12 h in H2O2 and 10 ppm FeSO4 showed a 

continuously increasing Fe2+/3+ content (procedure A). Over time, the membranes turned 

orange-brown. After 48 h, these membranes were found to contain 30,000 ppm Fe2+/3+. 

However, membranes that were degraded up to 4 times for 12 h in H2O2 and 10 ppm 

FeSO4 but were acid washed every 12 h, showed very similar Fe2+/3+ content up to 36 h 

(procedure B), although the acid wash removed the orange-brown color. After 36 h, the 

Fe2+/3+ content levelled off at 22,000 ppm. Membranes cast for degradation procedure C 

contained a predefined amount of Fe2+ ions (~10,000 ppm) (see experimental section) and 

retained this amount during 48 h of reaction with H2O2. Here, no color change in the 

membrane was observed. 

 

Although the amounts of iron ion catalyst were very different between the three 

different reaction procedures, the accumulated fluoride release (ΣF-) was very similar, i.e., 

Nafion® membranes prepared under all three procedures lost between 4.2 and 5.2 mmol/g 

fluoride during 48 h of Fenton’s reagent reaction, which corresponds to a total fluoride loss 

 

Figure 2.6 Fe2+/3+ content before (time = 0 h) and after Fenton’s reaction 
comparing degradation procedures A, B and C (see text for details). 
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(XF-) between 11.8% and 14.5% of fluorine based on the pristine Nafion® polymer (Figure 

2.7). 

 

Mass loss (Xm) and loss of –SO3H groups (X–SO3H) are very similar, irrespective of 

the membrane testing procedure (Figure 2.8A). Membranes degraded by procedure C 

lose slightly more mass (Xm = 25%) and sulfonic acid groups (X–SO3H = 26%) than 

membranes degraded by procedure A (Xm = 18%, X–SO3H = 18%) and B (Xm = 20%, X–

SO3H = 20%) within 48 h of Fenton’s reagent reaction. 

 

Figure 2.7 Accumulated fluoride release (ΣF-) and total fluoride loss (XF-) as a 
function of Fenton’s reagent reaction time, and degradation 
procedures A, B, and C (see text). 
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Because Xm and X-SO3H are very similar to each other, the determined IEC, as 

shown in Figure 2.8B, is not affected by degradation. To keep the amount of Fe2+ constant 

during the 48 h of degradation by Fenton’s reagent, and to avoid a possible leaching effect 

of the additive by acid treatment before or during the degradation procedure, procedure C 

was down-selected as the method of choice for examining additive-containing membranes 

against radical attack. 

2.3.3. Comparison of the Degradation of CeO2, ZrO2 and YSZ 
Membranes by Procedure C 

Pure Nafion® membranes and Nafion® membranes containing 3 wt% CeO2, ZrO2 

or YSZ additive were cast with 10,000 ppm Fe2+ (as FeSO4). The actual amount of Fe2+/3+ 

in membranes was verified by photometric analysis and found to be between 8,500 ppm 

(Nafion®/ZrO2) and 8,900 ppm (pure Nafion®) (see Figure 2.9, time = 0 h). Following 

degradation procedure C, the FeSO4-containing membranes were immersed up to four 

 

Figure 2.8 A) Mass loss (Xm) and loss of –SO3H (X–SO3H) as a function of 
Fenton’s reagent reaction time comparing degradation procedures 
A, B and C. B) Ion exchange capacity before (time = 0 h) and after 
Fenton’s reaction comparing degradation procedures A, B and C. 
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times for 12 h in 20 wt% H2O2 solution at 80 °C to initiate the Fenton’s reaction leading to 

the formation of radicals. During the degradation experiment, the Fe2+/3+ content was found 

to increase to 10,100 ppm in pure Nafion® and 11,200 ppm in Nafion®/ZrO2 membranes, 

to remain very constant at 8,300 ppm in Nafion®/CeO2, and to decrease to 7,000 ppm in 

Nafion®/YSZ membranes.  

 

 

Within 48 h of Fenton’s reaction, pure Nafion®, Nafion®/YSZ, and Nafion®/ZrO2 

membranes lose 25%, 24% and 34% mass (Xm), respectively, as shown in Figure 2.10A. 

This is considerably more than the mass loss of the Nafion®/CeO2 membrane (7 wt% Xm). 

Under these same accelerated degradation conditions, pure Nafion®, Nafion®/CeO2, 

Nafion®/YSZ, and Nafion®/ZrO2 lost 26%, 9%, 26% and 36% of their –SO3H groups, 

respectively. The IEC values of the degraded membranes (Figure 2.10B) were found to 

be similar to the IEC of the pristine membranes, except for Nafion®/ZrO2, which dropped 

slightly from 0.96 to 0.93 mmol/g. 

 

Figure 2.9 Fe2+/3+ content in the membrane before (time = 0 h) and after 
exposure to 20 wt% H2O2 solution (Fenton’s reaction) according to 
degradation procedure C. Initial membranes contain 10,000 ppm Fe2+ 
and 3 wt% additive. 
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The accumulated fluoride ion release is shown in Figure 2.11. Pure Nafion® loses 

5.2 mmol/g of its fluorine as fluoride within 48 h; Nafion®/CeO2, Nafion®/ZrO2, and 

Nafion®/YSZ lose 1.1, 8.2 and 5.0 mmol/g over the same period of time. 

 

Figure 2.10 A) Mass (Xm) and –SO3H loss (X–SO3H) after degradation procedure C. 
Line-connected data points represent mass loss, symbol-assigned 
data points represent loss of sulfonic acid groups. Initial membranes 
contain 10,000 ppm Fe2+ and 3 wt% additive. B) IEC before (time=0 h) 
and after degradation procedure C. Initial membranes contain 10,000 
ppm Fe2+ and 3 wt% additive. 
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ATR-FTIR spectra of pristine and degraded membranes (time = 48 h) are shown 

in Figure 2.12, focusing on the features between 750 and 1750 cm-1. No visible differences 

between pristine membranes were observed; absorption bands were assigned to C-S 

stretching (805 cm-1), symmetric and asymmetric C-O-C stretching (971 cm-1, 982 cm-1), 

SO3
- stretching (1065 cm-1), F-C-F bending (1150 cm-1), and C-F stretching (1150 cm-1 

and 1210 cm-1).244 Overlaying spectra of pristine membranes with spectra of membranes 

degraded for 48 show no major differences in intensities; however, the band intensity of 

degraded Nafion®/YSZ at 1210 cm-1 is slightly decreased compared to the band intensity 

of pristine Nafion®/YSZ. 

 

Figure 2.11 Accumulated fluoride release (ΣF-) and fluoride loss (XF-) as function 
of reaction time after degradation procedureC. Initial membranes 
contain 10,000 ppm Fe2+ and 3 wt% additive. 
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Figure 2.13 shows SEM images of pristine and for 48 h degraded membranes. The 

surfaces and cross-section of pristine membranes show no particular features except 

membranes containing Nafion®/ZrO2. Larger particle agglomerates are visible on the 

membrane surface. Cavities are visible inside the membrane after degradation. Compared 

to pure Nafion® and Nafion®/YSZ, the amount and size of the observed cavities is 

increased in Nafion®/ZrO2 and decreased in Nafion®/CeO2. 

 

Figure 2.12 ATR-FTIR spectra of pristine (time = 0 h, dark colored) and overlaid 
degraded membranes (time = 48 h, lighter dashed line) as overlaid 
brighter dashed line. 
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Figure 2.13 Scanning electron microscope images of pristine (time = 0 h) and 
degraded Nafion® membranes (time = 48 h). Initial membranes contain 
10,000 ppm Fe2+ and 3 wt% additive. The images are representative of 
larger samples sizes. 
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2.4. Discussion 

The IEC values of Nafion®/additive composite membranes are lower than the IEC 

of pure Nafion® membranes; the higher the additive content, the lower the IEC. This 

follows the general definition of the IEC, when non-acidic materials are added to the acidic 

polymer: 

𝐼𝐸𝐶237f-7204Ge	 =
𝐼𝐸𝐶hy-7	cG;0f6

1 + 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡
 Eq. 2.13 

The experimentally determined IEC of the Nafion®/additive membranes for additive 

contents of 3 and 5 wt% follow this approximation within the experimental error of 

±0.01 mmol/g. In contrast, membranes containing 10 wt% YSZ exhibit an IEC below the 

calculated IECtheoretical of 0.88 mmol/g, which is maybe due to an exchange of the acidic 

protons of the polymer with Y3+. Despite the fact that the relative amount of highly 

hydrophilic sulfonic acid groups is decreasing with increasing ZrO2 and YSZ content, water 

sorption increases, which is consistent with previous findings.176 On the other hand, the 

water sorption of Nafion®/CeO2 only slightly increases, compared to pure Nafion®. The in-

plane swelling of the membrane remains, with few exceptions, at ~30%; the thickness-

change was not considered for the analysis due to relatively high experimental error. An 

anisotropic effect caused by the preparation of the membrane on the glass plate and the 

use of a doctor blade to adjust the layer thickness of the polymer dispersion was not 

observed. IEC values also indicate a decrease in the amount of available charge carriers 

in membranes with increasing additive content, which should result in a clear drop in 

proton conductivity (Figure 2.3B). Indeed, this drop is observed for membranes containing 

10 wt% additive. The λ values shown in Figure 2.1B explain why membranes with 3 and 

5 wt% additive show only slightly lower proton conductivities. A decrease in IEC with 

increasing additive content is compensated by an increase in water content; more water 

molecules are available per sulfonic acid group (λ) that provide good proton conduction. 

However, a further increase in additive content to 10 wt%, leads to a further dissolution of 

the acidic charge carriers in the membrane and drop in conductivity. 
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Thermal stability was examined by TGA. Since the first decomposition is observed 

at 265 °C, no improvement in thermal stability was achieved by additive incorporation, 

although Nafion®/ZrO2 shows a retarded thermal decomposition, to 530 °C. The 

mechanical analysis revealed increased elastic moduli and, for most membranes, an 

increased maximum strain of Nafion®/composite materials compared to pure Nafion® 

indicating a good compatibility of additive and Nafion® polymer. SEM images revealed a 

good dispersion of additive particles in Nafion®/CeO2 and Nafion®/YSZ membranes.  

The release of fluoride (XF-) as well as the loss of polymer (Xm) mass and sulfonic 

acid groups (X-SO3H) of the membrane can be used to quantify the degree of 

degradation.245 The differences between procedures A, B and C were found to be only 

marginal although the Fe2+/3+
 content in the Fenton’s reagent solution were very different. 

Procedure A and B, upon repeatedly exchanging Fenton’s reagent solution, lead to an 

extraordinary large amount of incorporated Fe2+/3+. In these membranes, an orange-brown 

color may indicate the presence of Fe-OOH or Fe2O3. Whether or not these species are 

more or less catalytic in regards to the Fenton’s reagent reaction is not as clear, in contrast 

to photo-Fenton studies.246 However, using a constant Fe2+/3+ content, such as that 

demonstrated in procedure C, makes it a preferred method to compare the degradation 

rate of additive membranes. 

SEM images visually display the differences in degradation for the different 

membranes: On the one hand, Nafion®/CeO2 shows noticeably smaller and fewer cavities 

than pure Nafion® or Nafion®/YSZ, suggesting less severe degradation, while 

Nafion®/ZrO2, shows more and larger cavities, and generally appears to be more heavily 

degraded. Indeed, fluoride release values indicate less degradation in Nafion®/CeO2, as 

the release of fluorine as fluoride in these samples is about 80% lower compared to pure 

Nafion®. The measured fluoride release values of Nafion®/YSZ are very similar to pure 

Nafion®; Nafion®/ZrO2 shows an increase in fluoride release. The same trend was found 

in mass loss (Xm) and loss of sulfonic acid groups (X-SO3H), but the magnitude of Xm and 

X-SO3H are larger than the release of fluoride, which can be explained by the fact that not 

all fluorine of the polymer is released as fluoride.237 Interestingly, the quantity of sulfonic 

acid groups lost, for all samples, is very similar to the mass loss. As a result, IEC remains 

fairly constant throughout degradation (Figure 2.10B), indicating no major change in 
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chemical composition. This is supported by the fact that no change in relative intensity in 

the IR spectra was found between the two absorbance bands assigned to the main chain 

(1150 cm-1, 1210 cm-1) and the –SO3H group (1065 cm-1). Although various groups report 

changes in IEC caused by a Fenton’s reagent type degradation,151,245 the literature also 

reports experiments in which the IEC does not change upon degradation.129 This is 

explained by the difference in experimental procedures and analysis techniques 

employed. It was previously shown that the quantity of iron catalyst used in the Fenton’s 

reagent plays a role on the reaction kinetics of the Fenton’s reaction.245 In this study, the 

iron content is calculated as a relative value with respect to the mass of the degraded 

sample, making it Xm-dependent. If mass loss and leaching of Fe2+/3+ occur with the same 

rate, the iron content remains constant. This seems to be the case in Nafion®/CeO2, where 

the Fe2+/3+ content decreases only slightly from 8,600 ppm to 8,300 ppm. In contrast, the 

Fe2+/3+ content increased in Nafion®/ZrO2 and pure Nafion® membranes from 8,500 ppm 

to 11,200 ppm, and from 8,900 ppm to 10,100 ppm, respectively. This indicates larger 

mass loss than leaching of Fe2+/3+. On the other hand, a decrease of iron content from 

8,800 ppm to 7,000 ppm in Nafion®/YSZ indicates Fe2+/3+
 leaching is faster than mass loss. 

In the literature, changes in Fe2+/3+ content are not subject of examinations. 

The degradation rate decrease of 80% in Nafion®/CeO2 composite membranes is 

in good agreement with the literature.163,168 Trogadas et al. reported a decrease by 95% 

in fluoride emissions and reduction by 66% in OCV decay when CeO2-containing Nafion 

membranes were used in a fuel cell OCV hold test.163 These findings are in the same order 

of magnitude to results published by Wang et al., reporting a reduction in OCV decay in 

an OCV hold test by 90% and 85% lower fluoride emissions in a Fenton’s reagent test 

when using the same amount of CeO2 in Nafion.247 

YSZ seems not to noticeably lower the rate of degradation under the given 

conditions; Nafion®/YSZ showed very similar degradation to pure Nafion®. Although ZrO2 

was reported to be an excellent H2O2 decomposition catalyst, Nafion®/ZrO2 showed 

slightly more severe degradation than pure Nafion® under the used ex situ conditions.161 

However, kinetic simulations suggest that the fluoride emission from membrane 

degradation in Fenton’s solution is expected to be almost unchanged when ZrO2 is used 

as degradation mitigating additive.128 This is in agreement with experiments, in which 
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Nafion®/ZrO2 was degraded by both Fenton’s test and in situ OCV hold tests: The F- 

release in the Fenton’s reagent test was found to decrease only slightly, while the F- 

release and OCV decay in in situ OCV experiments decreased by one order of 

magnitude.159 The increase in Fe2+/3+ content in the ex situ Fenton’s test may be one of 

the reasons for this observation.  

2.5. Conclusion 

Nafion® membranes were prepared by co-casting technique with up to 10 wt% of 

CeO2, ZrO2 and YSZ. The membranes were analyzed for their water sorption behaviour, 

ion exchange capacity and proton conductivity and compared to pure Nafion® polymers. 

It was found that IEC and conductivity decrease with increasing additive content. The 

opposite was observed for water uptake. It seems reasonable to use additive contents 

below 5%, as this composition has only a small negative impact on proton conduction. 

While a considerable build-up of iron was detected in conventional Fenton’s test, 

co-casting membranes with FeSO4 as Fenton’s catalyst showed to be an excellent 

approach for retaining controlled amounts of Fe2+/3+ present during the degradation. 

Nafion® membranes with co-cast iron as Fenton’s catalyst and 3 wt% additive 

content were degraded by exposure to aqueous hydrogen peroxide. After 48 h, the loss 

in mass of the membranes and loss of sulfonic acid groups were determined and 

compared to the released fluoride. Nafion®/CeO2 membranes showed, in all cases, less 

signs of degradation, while Nafion®/YSZ and Nafion®/ZrO2 showed no improved stability 

in these tests. 
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Chapter 3. Degradation of Sterically-protected 
Benz(imidazolium)s 

The results in this chapter have been published partially. Findings in section 3.3.1 

have been published in cooperation with Dr. Andrew Wright and Dr. Steven Holdcroft 

Angewandte Chemie International Edition.212 Results from section 3.3.2 are published with 

results from Dr. Jiantao Fan, Dr. Andrew G. Wright, MSc. Benjamin Britton, MSc. Thomas 

J. G. Skalski, MSc. Jonathan Ward, Dr. Timothy J. Peckham and Dr. Steven Holdcroft to 

ACS Macro Letters.248 Section 3.3.4 contains unpublished material and is discussed with 

respect to the experimental results submitted to ACS Macro Letters.248 All DFT studies in 

this chapter were performed by the author of this thesis. 

3.1. Introduction 

One of the most important challenges in the field of alkaline anion exchange 

membranes (AAEMs) is improving their resistance to hydroxide induced degradation, as 

explained in section 1.3.2. In the literature, various studies have been reported that utilize 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations to investigate the stability and degradation 

pathways of cationic organic molecules in caustic conditions.201,249-251 Long and Pivovar 

investigated the degradation pathway for imidazolium and benzimidazlium cations, in 
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which the final ring-opening step occurs by a second OH- as proton transfer agent 

(Scheme 3.1).250 

 

Although the Gibbs energy of activation was found to increase drastically when 

methyl groups were sterically protecting the C2 position of the (benz)imidazolium cations, 

the cations would still most likely degrade due to an attack at the C2 position. A SN2 

reaction on the N1/N3-Me that would lead to the abstraction of methanol (Scheme 3.1), 

was found to be unfavorable due to the high Gibbs energy of activation.250 Indeed, 

sterically protected 1,3-dimethyl benzimidazoliums were found to degrade exclusively by 

ring-opening.212 

In this chapter, the small molecule degradation pathways of 1,3-dimethyl 

benzimidazoliums and 1,3-dimethyl-4,5-diphenyl imidazoliums with phenyl substituents in 

C2 position (HB and HIm) is investigated. The Gibbs energy of activation will be compared 

to their C2-mesityl and C2-m-terphenyl counterparts (MeB, MeIm, PhB, and PhIm). 

Scheme 3.1 Degradation of benzimidazolium by ring-opening and de-
alkylation degradation as performed by Long and Pivovar.250 
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The focus is on the nucleophilic addition-elimination reaction on the C2 position of 

the (benz)imidazolium leading to ring-opening and the nucleophilic substitution reaction 

(SN2) on the methyl substituents on the (benz)imidazolium as described by Long and 

Pivovar.250 The results give an insight into the reasons for hydroxide induced degradation 

and how to further improve the stability of cationic moieties in AAEMs for fuel cells. Ex situ 

degradation experiments are usually performed using different solvents, temperature and 

hydroxide concentrations. Preliminary investigations on how these parameters affect the 

resistance against reactions with nucleophiles. 

3.2. Experimental 

Electronic structure calculations were performed using Gaussian G09252, 

B3LYP253,254 density functional theory (DFT), and Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) 

using the Integral Equation Formalism255 (IEFPCM) integrated in G09 with water (dielectric 

 

Figure 3.1 Benzimidazolium (HB, MeB and PhB) and imidazolium (HIm, MeIm, 
and PhIm) cation structures. 
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constant εH2O = 78.36) and methanol (εMeOH = 32.61) as solvent. Pre-optimization was 

performed using 6-31G(d) basis set. Final calculations were done using 6-311++G(2d,2p) 

basis set, tight convergence criteria and no symmetry. Structures of reagents, 

intermediate structures (IS) and products (P) were optimized to energy minimum; 

transition states (TS) were optimized using the in G09 implemented Berny algorithm256, 

having one imaginary frequency. Transition states were confirmed to connect two minima 

on the potential energy surface by calculating the internal reaction coordinate (IRC) from 

the transition states towards the product and reagent. Frequency analysis was performed 

at a temperature of 298.15 K and 353.15 K. The change in Gibbs energy (ΔG, Eq. 3.1) 

and Gibbs energy of activation (ΔG‡, Eq. 3.2) are given with respect to the sum of the 

Gibbs energy of the reagents: 

𝛥𝐺 = ∑𝐺h-fVy42 − ∑𝐺-7G�7628 Eq. 3.1 

𝛥𝐺‡ = ∑𝐺‡ − ∑𝐺-7G�7628	 Eq. 3.2 

In the nucleophilic addition elimination reaction leading to ring-opening, the energy 

of (benz)imidazolium cation and two hydroxide molecules were used; in the nucleophilic 

displacement reaction leading to demethylation, the energy of (benz)imidazolium cation 

and one hydroxide was used. All transition state structures were published212,248 and can 

be found in Appendix A, respectively.  

3.3. Results & Discussion 

3.3.1. Degradation of Sterically-protected Benzimidazolium Cations 

The structures of three 1,3-dimethyl benzimidazolium derivatives with phenyl (HB), 

mesityl (MeB) and m-terphenyl (PhB) in C2 position, were optimized to energy minimum 

and are shown in Figure 3.2. Previously, an increase in dihedral angle between C2 

substituent and the benzimidazolium plane was considered to be one reason for an 

increase in hydroxide stability against hydroxide attack in C2 position by steric shielding.208 

The dihedral angle between the C2 substituent and the benzimidazolium plane was found 
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to be 62°, 86° and 71° for HB, MeB, and PhB, respectively, showing a very similar trend 

to the dihedral angles found in single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD). 

 

Two possible degradation mechanisms were examined as outlined by Long and 

Pivovar (Scheme 3.1).250 The first mechanism, the addition-elimination reaction on the C2 

position of the benzimidazolium, leads via a first transition state (TSC2) to the formation of 

an alcohol (IS1). After deprotonation (IS2) by a second hydroxide molecule, ring-opening 

occurs via a cis (TScis) or trans transition state (TStrans). The second mechanism is the 

demethylation reaction of one of the two N-methyl groups. This reaction is a nucleophilic 

substitution (SN2) reaction and leads to the formation of uncharged 1-methyl 

benzimidazole derivatives and methanol. 

The Gibbs energy of activation of the first transition state on the mechanism 

leading to ring-opening (TSC2) of HB (ΔG‡
C2 = 10.6 kcal/mol) is considerably lower than 

for MeB (ΔG‡
C2 = 22.9 kcal/mol) or PhB (ΔG‡

C2 = 24.2 kcal/mol). The C2-OH- distance of 

TSC2 of MeB (2.15 Å) and PhB (2.26 Å) are considerably shorter than the C2-OH- distance 

of HB (2.35 Å). This means that the hydroxide molecule has to come closer to the C2 

position of MeB and PhB to reach TSC2 due to the steric hindrance by the ortho-methyl 

and phenyl groups, respectively, compared to HB. The structures of TSC2 of HB, MeB, 

and PhB are shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.2 Optimized geometries of HB, MeB, and PhB, with green highlighted 
dihedral angle between the benzimidazolium plane and the C2-
substituent. All distances are given in Å. 
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While IS1 of HB has a ΔG of -4.6 kcal/mol and is more stable than the reagents, 

IS1 of MeB and PhB was found to have a ΔG of 7.8 and 7.3 kcal/mol, respectively, and 

are less stable than the reagents. The deprotonation reaction of IS1 with a second 

hydroxide molecule to form IS2 was found to be thermodynamically favourable over IS1 for 

all examined molecules. ΔG was found to be between -10.3 kcal/mol and -12.1 kcal/mol. 

An energetic reaction barrier in the form of a transition state, was not found, similarly to 

previous reports.250 Two transition states for the following ring-opening reaction were 

investigated. The Gibbs energy of activation ΔG‡
trans of the ring-opening of HB, MeB, and 

PhB via TStrans, in which the two N-methyl groups are on opposite sides of the 

benzimidazolium plane, was found to be -1.5 kcal/mol, 13.0 kcal/mol and 13.3 kcal/mol, 

respectively, and is favourable over TScis, shown in Figure 3.5, by about 1 kcal/mol. This 

is most likely due to hydrogen bonding between the water molecule and the alkoxide in 

TStrans. TSC2 has the highest ΔG‡ on this pathway, making the hydroxide attack in the C2 

position of the benzimidazolium cations the rate determining step towards ring-opening. 

 

Figure 3.3 Optimized geometries of the first transition state HB, MeB, and PhB 
towards ring-opening degradation. All distances are given in Å. 
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Figure 3.4 TStrans of HB, MeB and PhB, leading to ring-opening. All distances 
are given in Å. 

 

Figure 3.5 TScis of HB, MeB and PhB, leading to ring-opening. All distances are 
given in Å. 
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The Gibbs energy of activation of the demethylation reaction (TSSN2) following an 

SN2 reaction were found to differ only slightly from each other: HB, MeB, and PhB have a 

ΔG‡
TS.SN2 of 27.4 kcal/mol, 26.9 kcal/mol and 27.3 kcal/mol, respectively. Ortho-methyl 

and phenyl groups were found to have nearly no effect on this degradation mechanism, 

which is in good agreement with reports in the literature, where a change in the C2-

substituent from phenyl to mesityl had no effect on the kinetics of the demethylation 

reaction.250 

 

The determined Gibbs energies of all transition states and intermediates with 

respect to the Gibbs energy of the reagents are shown in Figure 3.7 as a reaction profile. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 TSSN2 of of HB, MeB and PhB, leading to demethylation. All 
distances are given in Å. 
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ΔG‡
C2 was found to be lower than ΔG‡

TS.SN2 in all cases, indicating that all here 

examined benzimidazolium derivatives degrade by ring-opening degradation. This result 

was experimentally verified by a small molecule degradation study.212 A 0.02 M solution 

of HB, MeB, and PhB, respectively, in 3 M NaOD was kept for up to 10 days at 80 °C. 

The degradation products were isolated and identified by mass spectrometry. HB and 

MeB degraded as expected exclusively by ring-opening, matching also computational 

results from the literature for similar molecules.250 PhB was experimentally found to 

degrade by both ring-opening and demethylation. This means that the Gibbs energy of 

activation of demethylation and ring-opening are very similar, which was not observed in 

theoretical calculations. However, the energy difference between ΔG‡
C2 and ΔG‡

TS.SN2 

decreases from 16.7 kcal/mol (HB) to 4.0 kcal/mol (MeB) and 3.1 kcal/mol (PhB), making 

a demethylation more likely in PhB than in HB or MeB. Differences between DFT 

calculations and the degradation experiment can explain this observation. The effect of 

solvent and temperature will be discussed in section 3.3.4. 

 

Figure 3.7 Gibbs energy profile of the degradation of HB, MeB and PhB 
following the demethylation and ring-opening mechanisms. 
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The general increase in ΔG‡
C2 indicates that the molecule stability against 

hydroxide induced degradation increases with HB < MeB < PhB. This trend agrees well 

with both the literature and experimental data.250 In 3 M NaOD at 80 °C, the half-life of HB, 

MeB, and PhB increases from <0.1 h to 436 h and 3240 h.212 DFT calculations show that 

the change in degradation mechanism from an all-ring-opening degradation in 

unprotected and C2-mesityl protected benzimidazolium to a combined ring-opening and 

demethylating degradation for C2-m-terphenyl benzimidazolium is not based on a 

facilitated demethylation but on an aggravated attack in the C2 position. 

3.3.2. Degradation of Sterically-protected Imidazolium Cations 

Unprotected HIm and sterically-protected MeIm and PhIm structures, shown in 

Figure 3.1, were optimized to energy minimum. The geometries, shown in Figure 3.8, 

reveal a higher dihedral angle in MeIm (79°) and PhIm (69°) compared to HIm (59°).  

 

Table 3.1 Summary of dihedral angles, Gibbs energy of activation of ring-
opening and demethylation of benzimidazolium cations and 
experimentally determined half-life in 3 M NaOD at 80°C. 

Molecule Dihedral angle Gibbs Energy of Activation Half-Life 

 
DFT Single Crystal XRD212 ΔG‡

C2 ΔG‡
SN2 t1/2212 

  [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [h] 
HB 62° 54.4° 10.6 27.4 <0.1 

MeB 86° 79.2° 22.9 26.9 436 
PhB 71° 65.0° 24.2 27.3 3240 
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The ring-opening degradation commences with the addition of hydroxide in the C2 

position via the first transition state TSC2. The TSC2 structures of HIm, MeIm, and PhIm, 

shown in Figure 3.9, have a Gibbs energy of activation of 14.6 kcal/mol, 27.7 kcal/mol and 

30.2 kcal/mol, respectively, but show no major differences in geometry. The first 

intermediate on this pathway, IS1, is then deprotonated by a second hydroxide molecule 

to form the second intermediate, IS2. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Optimized HIm, MeIm, and PhIm geometries showing the dihedral 
angle between the imidazolium plane and the C2-substituent. All 
distances are given in Å. 

 

Figure 3.9 Geometries of the first transition state (TSC2) of imidazolium cations 
towards ring-opening degradation. All distances are given in Å. 
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The ring-opening of HIm (7.3 kcal/mol) and MeIm (26.0 kcal/mol) occurs subsequently via 

the TStrans structures, shown in Figure 3.10, which were found to be 2.7 kcal/mol and 

0.8 kcal/mol lower than the TScis structures, respectively. TScis and TStrans were not found 

for PhIm. Since ΔG‡
trans was computed to be lower than ΔG‡

C2, the initial addition of 

hydroxide onto the C2 position of the imidazoliums is the rate determining step of this 

reaction. 

 

Demethylation of imidazolium cations occurs via TSSN2, shown in Figure 3.11. 

TSSN2 structures of HIm, MeIm, and PhIm, were found to have very similar geometries 

and free energies of 27.1 kcal/mol, 26.9 kcal/mol and 27.3 kcal/mol, respectively.  

 

Figure 3.10 TStrans of HIm and MeIm leading to ring-opening. All distances are 
given in Å. 
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The free energies of both degradation pathways are plotted as a reaction profile in 

Figure 3.12. While the Gibbs energy of activation of the demethylation reaction, ΔG‡
SN2, 

was found to be independent from the C2-substituent, the Gibbs energy of activation for 

the ring-opening reaction, ΔG‡
C2, increases in the order HIm < MeIm < PhIm. ΔG‡

C2 of 

HIm was found to be 12.6 kcal/mol lower than ΔG‡
SN2, indicating an exclusive degradation 

by ring-opening of this sterically unprotected imidazolium. In contrast, ΔG‡
SN2 of MeIm and 

PhIm was found to be 0.8 kcal/mol and 3.0 kcal/mol lower than ΔG‡
C2, respectively, 

suggesting demethylation degradation to be favourable over ring-opening degradation. 

This difference in degradation mechanism between the three imidazolium derivatives in 

caustic solutions was confirmed by experimental degradation studies.248 It was found that 

while HIm was found to degrade in 3 M NaOD/CD3OD/D2O at 80 °C in a more complex 

manner by both ring-opening and demethylation mechanisms, MeIm and PhIm both 

degraded exclusively by demethylation. Experimentally, MeIm was found to possess a 

longer half-life than PhIm (Table 3.2),248 a fact that can’t be explained by the theoretical 

calculations, as the rate-determining ΔG‡
C2 was found to be very similar for these two 

molecules. The effect of experimental differences such as temperature, solvent and 

attacking cation and how they would affect the results of the experiment will be discussed 

in 3.3.4. 

 

Figure 3.11 TSSN2 of HIm, MeIm and PhIm, resulting in mono methylated 
imidazoles. All distances are given in Å. 
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3.3.3. Comparison between Benzimidazolium and Imidazolium 
Cation Stability 

The differences in the energetic profile in between imidazolium and 

benzimidazolium molecules can be seen in Figure 3.13. The Gibbs energy of activation 

towards the ring-opening (ΔG‡
C2) was found to be 4.0 kcal/mol or 4.8 kcal/mol higher in 

the unprotected (HIm) or methyl protected (MeIm) imidazolium derivatives, respectively, 

than ΔG‡
C2 of HB or MeB. Subsequent intermediates of the ring-opening mechanism were 

 

Figure 3.12 Free energy profile of the degradation of HIm, MeIm and PhIm 
following the demethylation and ring-opening mechanisms. 

Table 3.2 Summary of dihedral angles, Gibbs energy of activation of ring-
opening and demethylation of imidazolium cations and 
experimentally determined half-life in 3 M NaOD at 80°C. 

Molecule Dihedral angle Gibbs Energy of Activation Half-Life 

 
DFT ΔG‡

C2 ΔG‡
SN2 t1/2248 

 [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [h] 
HIm 59° 14.6 27.1 1370 

MeIm 79° 27.7 26.9 >5000 
PhIm 69° 30.2 27.3 2075 
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found to be 11 kcal/mol (IS1) or 14 kcal/mol (IS2) higher in the imidazoliums than the 

benzimidazoliums. The lower stability of the benzimidazolium derivatives was attributed 

to the more evenly distributed positive charge in the larger aromatic system, leading to a 

more positively charged C2 atom.250 In benzimidazolium, the benzene ring helps to 

stabilize intermediates and transition states along the ring-opening pathway, lowering ΔG‡ 

and ΔG. In contrast, breaking the aromaticity of HIm and MeIm by OH- addition at C2 is 

energetically unfavourable. The Gibbs energy of activation towards the demethylation 

(ΔG‡
SN2) was found to be independent from the size of the aromatic (benz)imidazolium 

system, as the aromaticity is not affected by this reaction. This finding is very similar to the 

independence of the demethylation from the substituent and steric protection group in the 

C2 position. 

 

3.3.4. The Role of Temperature, Solvent and Counterion 

The degradation of AAEM-FCs is reported to intensify dramatically when operated 

under partial hydration at low relative humidity (RH).202 The number of water molecules 

per ion exchange site (λ) and the hydroxide concentration in the aqueous phase of an 

AEM ([OH-
H2O]) can be approximated by correlating the water uptake and ion exchange 

 

Figure 3.13 Free energy profile of the degradation of HB, MeB, HIm, and MeIm 
following the demethylation and ring-opening mechanisms. 
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capacity (IEC), according to Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4, where MH2O is the molar mass of water 

and rH2O is the density of water. 

𝜆 =
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒
𝐼𝐸𝐶 ⋅ 𝑀YZ[

 Eq. 3.3 

[𝑂𝐻YZ[
– ] =

𝐼𝐸𝐶 ⋅ 𝜌YZ[
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒

	 Eq. 3.4 

Figure 3.14 shows a plot of the number of water molecules per ion exchange site 

and the corresponding hydroxide concentration of HMT-PMBI-OH- AEM at 70 °C. The 

hydroxide concentrations in the aqueous phase of AEMS are exceptionally high at low RH 

which would not only affect the kinetics of the degradation rate, but also the dielectric 

constant medium surrounding the functional groups. High salt concentrations significantly 

lower the dielectric constant of solvents257-259 and it was estimated that the energy barrier 

towards the degradation of, e.g., tetramethylammonium (TMA) would be lowered, making 

the degradation eventually become instantaneous.260 
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The dielectric constant is also affected by the choice of solvent in small molecule 

degradation experiments, which are commonly performed in alkaline methanol or 

methanol/water mixtures where methanol acts as solvent for organic reagents and 

degradation products. In order to investigate the effect of a lower dielectric constant, MeIm 

structures of ring-opening and demethylation degradation mechanisms were optimized 

with an adjusted dielectric constant corresponding to methanol (ε = 32.61) in the 

Polarizable Continuum Model (IEFPCM).183 NaOH solutions with a concentration of >2 M 

have a dielectric constants in the same order of magnitude.262 

It can be seen in Table 3.3 that the lower dielectric constant in such an experiment 

would lead to a decrease of ΔG‡
C2 by 2.1 kcal/mol to 25.6 kcal/mol and ΔG‡

SN2 by 1.7 

kcal/mol to 25.5 kcal/mol compared to water. Both ΔG‡
C2 and ΔGIS1 were found to be 

2.1 kcal/mol lower than in calculations using the higher dielectric constant of water, which 

is in good agreement with previously reported results.260 

 

Figure 3.14 Hydroxide concentration and corresponding amount of water 
molecules per hydroxide ion (λ) in the aqueous phase of HMT-PMBI-
OH- (IEC = 2.00 mmol/g) at 70 °C dependent on relative humidity 
(RH). Data reproduced with permission from reference 261. Copyright 
2016 American Chemical Society. 
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In methanol containing solutions, one must assume that methoxide can take over 

the role of the nucleophile. Indeed, Hugar et al. reported ether derivatives as product in 

de-alkylation reactions. In aqueous solution, ΔG‡
C2 of a reaction of MeIm and MeO- 

increases by 0.9 kcal/mol to 28.6 kcal/mol, while ΔG‡
SN2 decreases by 0.5 kcal/mol to 

26.4 kcal/mol. In these conditions, the demethylation by MeO- is 2.2 kcal/mol more 

favourable than ring-opening, which is a significantly larger difference than the determined 

energy difference in in OH- driven degradation (0.8 kcal/mol). 

The combination of a lower dielectric constant in methanol containing solutions 

and the larger MeO- leads this advantage of demethylation (ΔG‡
SN2) over the ring-opening 

(ΔG‡
C2) to increase to 2.4 kcal/mol. The overall degradation rate is increased by lowering 

the rate determining step (ΔG‡
SN2) by 2.6 kcal/mol compared to a OH- in water. TSC2 and 

TSSN2 geometries are shown in Figure 3.15. 

  

Table 3.3 Summary of Gibbs energy of ring-opening and demethylation of 
methyl-protected imidazolium dependent on anion, temperature and 
solvent. The lower activation barrier, ΔG‡, is marked in bold. 

Cation Anion T Simulated 
Solvent 

 Reagents Addition-elimination at C2 SN2 at N-Me 
    ΔG‡

C2 ΔGIS1 ΔG‡
SN2 ΔGSN2 

    [°C]   [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] 
MeIm OH- 25 H2O 0 27.7 18.6 26.9 -29.3 
MeIm OH- 25 MeOH 0 25.6 16.5 25.2 -31.4 
MeIm MeO- 25 H2O 0 28.6 20.3 26.4 -32.2 
MeIm MeO- 25 MeOH 0 26.7 18.2 24.3 -34.3 
MeIm OH- 80 H2O 0 29.4 20.2 27.9 -30.3 
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In the investigations above, only the first step of the ring-opening mechanism by 

methoxide was taken into account. Three possible mechanisms of the subsequent ring-

opening are shown in Scheme 3.2. The first ring-opening mechanism is based on an SN2 

mechanism and the formation of a dimethylamino aminobenzamide derivative (PC2,a). 

However, sterically encumbered transition state TSa
‡ makes this mechanism not very likely 

and dimethylamino derivatives were never reported as degradation products of 

benzimidazoliums or imidazoliums in methanol containing alkaline solutions. The second 

mechanism is based on a formation of an alkoxide (IS2), under the formation of 

dimethylether. The ring-opening occurs subsequently through TSb
‡, a transition state 

similar to the TScis shown in Figure 3.5, leading to the formation of methylamino 

aminobenzamide derivatives (PC2,b). The third mechanism incorporates a protonation of 

IS2 to IS3 by methanol, and a subsequent direct ring-opening by an SN2 mechanism, to 

form PC2,b. A similar transition state to TSc
‡ was found to have a very high Gibbs energy 

and considered to be very unlikely.250 It can be assumed that ring-opening via IS2 and TSb
‡ 

is the most-likely mechanism. Although the products of a degradation test of MeI in 3 M 

NaOD in 7:3 CD3OD/D2O by mass contains mostly the demethylated product, traces of 

PC2,b can be found by mass spectroscopy.248 

 

 

Figure 3.15 TSC2 and TSSN2 of MeIm with MeO- in methanol. All distances are 
given in Å. 
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In order to investigate the temperature dependence of the degradation 

experiments, structures of MeIm along the degradation mechanisms were re-optimized 

with an adjusted dielectric constant of water at 80 °C (εH2O = 60.87)263 and the subsequent 

frequency calculation was performed for 353.15 K. It can be seen in Table 3.3 that the 

energy difference between ΔG‡
C2 and ΔG‡

SN2 increases from 0.8 kcal/mol at 25 °C to 

1.5 kcal/mol at 80 °C, making ring-opening less likely at higher temperature. 

Although the preferred degradation mechanism of MeIm was not found to change 

with a change of anion, solvent or temperature, the results from these calculations can 

explain why MeIm was found to possess a higher degradation rate with an increase in 

MeOH content in small molecule degradation experiments. The results show that 

demethylation and ring-opening are differently affected by solvent, anion and temperature 

Scheme 3.2 Proposed mechanisms for the ring-opening degradation of MeIm 
(R1=Mes, R2=Ph) by MeO–. 
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which may ultimately lead to a clear change in preferred degradation mechanism in 

molecules with competitive ring-opening and demethylation such as HIm or PhB. 

3.4. Conclusion 

DFT calculations were performed to investigate the steric effect on the stability of 

imidazolium and benzimidazolium cations by C2-substituents. It was found that 

(benz)imidazoliums greatly benefit from steric protection towards ring-opening 

degradation. The stability was found to increase with H < Me < Ph as substituents on the 

C2-phenyl which is due to an increase in activation energy towards ring-opening. In 

contrast, demethylation was found to be independent from the C2-substituent. While HB 

and MeB degrade exclusively by ring-opening, PhB was experimentally found to degrade 

also by de-alkylation, which is indicated in the performed calculations by a small energy 

difference between the two competing reactions. 

Imidazoliums were found to be significantly more stable against degradation in 

caustic solutions compared to benzimidazoliums. Similar to benzimidazoliums, the 

stability of imidazoliums against nucleophilic substitution at the N-methyl groups is not 

affected by the substituents at the C2 position. The stability against ring-opening was 

calculated to increase with H < Me < Ph. This fact is not evident in experimental 

investigations, where HIm was found to be the most stable derivative. 

Solvent composition and temperature were found to alter degradation kinetics as 

well as the degradation reaction itself. The presence of methanol as solvent can easily 

lead to a change in the degradation pathway, which would result in misleading 

interpretations of findings in ex situ degradation experiments that are not applicable to the 

degradation behaviour in the aqueous environment of electrochemical devices. Reactions 

involving methoxide have been shown to affect de-alkylation and a reaction at the C2 

position of (benz)imidazoliums differently, a fact that has not been considered in 

computational investigations yet. 
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Chapter 4. Crosslinking of Benzimidazolium-based 
Polymers 

The content of this chapter was published in the journal Chemistry of Materials264 

in cooperation with Dr. Andrew G. Wright, Dr. Timothy J. Peckham, Dr. Alireza Sadeghi 

Alavijeh, Mrs. Vivian Pan, Dr. Erik Kjeang, and Dr. Steven Holdcroft. Dr. Andrew Wright 

performed small molecule synthesis, characterization and degradation studies, while Dr. 

Alireza Sadeghi Alavijeh and Mrs. Vivian Pan analyzed the mechanical stability of the 

prepared materials. All other experiments in this chapter were designed and performed by 

the author of this thesis. 

4.1. Introduction 

The ion conductivity of alkaline anion exchange membranes (AAEMs) depends to 

a significant degree on the high ion exchange capacity (IEC) and sufficient water sorption 

to form a continuous network of hydrophilic channels. However, finding the right balance 

between a high ion exchange capacity so as to possess a sufficient number density of 

charge carriers in the membrane while avoiding excessive swelling that may lead to gel 

formation and even dissolution is crucial to developing an AAEM that possesses high 

conductivity and maintains its mechanical integrity at high temperature in the wet state. 

Crosslinking of AAEMs and in particular polybenzimidazoliums is found to be an excellent 

approach to counter excessive swelling at elevated temperatures, as explained in section 

1.3.4 and section 1.3.5. 

Moreover, the chemical stability of AAEMs in caustic conditions is crucial for a high 

durability. Steric protection of benzimidazolium by bulky substituents around the C2 

position have increased the resistance towards ring-opening degradation, however, the 

degradation still occurs under harsh condition (e.g., 3 M KOH, 80 °C). Any change in the 

substitution pattern of benzimidazoliums can either further improve or deteriorate the 

stability in caustic conditions. 
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In this chapter, crosslinking of a sterically-protected, partially dimethylated HMT-

PMBI poly(benzimidazolium) is proposed, which would otherwise swell excessively at 

elevated temperatures. HMT-PMBI-I- was chosen as the base polymer because of its ease 

of large-scale synthesis, exceptional ex situ and in situ properties, and inherent hydroxide 

stability.209,265 HMT-PMBI-I- membranes with varying degrees of crosslinks (dx) are 

prepared and water sorption, ion conductivity, and mechanical stability of these novel 

membranes are determined. The hydroxide stability of the crosslinked polymer is 

investigated and rationalized in terms of the stability of small molecule model structures. 

4.2. Experimental 

4.2.1. Chemicals and Instrumentation 

Unless otherwise mentioned, all chemicals were of reagent grade quality and were 

used as received. α,α’-dichloro-p-xylene (DCX, 98%), 4-methylbenzyl chloride (98%), and 

iodomethane (99%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Diethyl ether, hexanes, and 

potassium chloride were purchased from ACP Chemicals Inc. Potassium hydroxide was 

purchased from Macron Fine Chemicals. Acetone, dichloromethane, ethyl acetate, and 

methanol were purchased from Fisher Chemical. Hydrochloric acid was purchased from 

Anachemia Science. Potassium nitrate was purchased from Caledon Laboratories. 

Methanol-d4 (D, 99.8%, CD3OD) and dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 (D, 99.9%, DMSO-d6) were 

purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. 2-mesityl-1H-benzimidazole212 and 

HMT-PMBI265 were prepared according to literature procedures. Deionized water (DI 

water) was obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q water purification system having a resistivity 

of >18.2 MΩ cm. 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were obtained on a 500 MHz Bruker 

AVANCE III running IconNMR under TopSpin 2.1. The residual 1H NMR spectra solvent 

peaks for DMSO-d6 and CD3OD were set to 2.50 ppm and 3.31 ppm, respectively. The 

residual 13C NMR spectra solvent peak for DMSO-d6 was set to 39.52 ppm. Electrospray 

ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was performed using a Bruker micrOTOF in 

positive-mode. Infrared spectra were recorded using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum Two ATR-

FTIR spectrometer equipped with a diamond crystal using a resolution of 4 cm-1 and 32 

scans. 
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4.2.2. Synthetic Procedure 2-mesityl-3-methyl-1-(4-methylbenzyl)-
1H-benzimidazolium (BzMeB) Iodide 

The synthesis of BzMeB was performed by Dr. Andrew Wright. Powdered 

potassium hydroxide (0.46 g, 8.20 mmol) and dimethyl sulfoxide (15 mL) were added to a 

50 mL round-bottom flask and vigorously stirred for 30 min at room temperature. 2-mesityl-

1H-benzimidazole (1, 1.0013 g, 4.24 mmol) in dimethyl sulfoxide (15 mL) was then added 

to the basic mixture. After stirring for 45 min, 4-methylbenzyl chloride (0.60 mL, 4.53 mmol) 

was added and stirred for 1 h at room temperature. The solution was then poured into 

water (200 mL) containing potassium hydroxide (0.92 g). Diethyl ether was added and the 

organics were extracted, washed with water, dried over magnesium sulfate, and 

evaporated to dryness. The residue was dissolved in dichloromethane (10 mL). 

Iodomethane (2.6 mL, 41.8 mmol) was added and the capped mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 22 h. The solution was then evaporated to dryness at 50 °C using a 

dynamic vacuum and diethyl ether (100 mL) was added. After stirring for 1 h, the resulting 

solid was collected and washed with diethyl ether. The solid was recrystallized from ethyl 

acetate/acetone, washed with additional ethyl acetate, and dried under vacuum at 100 °C 

to yield BzMeB (0.84 g, 41%) as a pale yellow solid. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 

8.28 – 8.22 (m, 1H), 8.20 – 8.13 (m, 1H), 7.85 – 7.74 (m, 2H), 7.21 (s, 2H), 7.10 (d, 

J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 6.88 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 5.48 (s, 2H), 3.81 (s, 3H), 2.40 (s, 3H), 2.25 (s, 

3H), 1.85 (s, 6H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 149.98, 143.09, 138.59, 138.06, 

131.84, 131.07, 130.55, 129.28, 129.15, 127.77, 127.17, 126.84, 117.11, 114.28, 114.05, 

48.93, 32.21, 20.97, 20.63, 18.83. ESI-MS m/z calcd for C25H27N2
+ [M+]: 355.217, found 

355.220. 

4.2.3. Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

Single crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed by by Dr. Andrew Wright. 

BzMeB was crystallized in iodide form as colourless needles, which were prepared by 

dissolving the compound in water and allowing the solvent to slowly evaporate in air at 

room temperature. A single crystal was analyzed by XRD using a Bruker SMART APEX II 

system with an APEX II CCD detector 5.0 cm away from the crystal. The data was 

collected under ambient conditions, processed in APEX2 Suite, and structurally refined in 

ShelXle.266 Crystal structural figures were prepared using Mercury software.267 
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4.2.4. Stability of BzMeB 

The stability of BzMeB was analyzed by Dr. Andrew Wright. In a 5 mL PTFE 

container was added 5.0 mL of 3 M NaOD/CD3OD/D2O (prepared by diluting 2.05 g of 

30 wt% NaOD in D2O with CD3OD to 5.0 mL) followed by 46.9 mg of BzMeB (iodide form). 

The mixture was tightly closed and heated in an 80 °C oven for 5 min to fully dissolve the 

solid. The container was then cooled to room temperature and 0.6 mL was extracted for 
1H NMR spectroscopic analysis (“0 h” measurement). The container was then placed in 

an 80 °C oven. At certain points in time (50 h, 96 h, 168 h, and 240 h), the container was 

briefly cooled to room temperature and 0.6 mL fractions were extracted for 1H NMR 

spectroscopic analysis, immediately returning the container to the oven thereafter. After 

240 h at 80 °C, the solution was poured into a beaker and diluted with water. The solution 

was neutralized (pH = 7) by addition of dilute hydrochloric acid and sodium bicarbonate. 

Diethyl ether was added and the organic layer was extracted, washed three times with 

water, dried over magnesium sulfate, and filtered. The solvent was evaporated at 40 °C 

using dynamic vacuum and the residue was analyzed by mass spectrometry. The relative 

amount of remaining benzimidazolium was determined from 1H NMR spectral analysis at 

the various times using Eq. 4.1 below. The spectra were taken on a 500 MHz 

spectrometer, referenced to the residual CD3OD peak at 3.31 ppm, and baseline-

corrected using the “Full Auto (Polynomial Fit)” function in MestReNova 9.0.1. 

𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 100

𝑛2 ∙ 𝑥2
𝑦2

𝑛z ∙ 𝑥z
𝑦z

 Eq. 4.1 

where 𝑛2 accounts for deuterium-exchange at the 4- and 7-positions of the 

benzimidazolium such that 𝑛2 is equal to 8 at time t except for the initial 0 h measurement, 

which is equal to 10, 𝑥2 represents the integration value for the 7.91-7.77 ppm region 

relative to the integration value for the total aromatic region, 𝑦2, between 8.30-6.40 ppm 

at time t, and 𝑛z, 𝑥z, and 𝑦z represent the respective values for the initial 0 h measurement. 
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4.2.5. Preparation of Membranes 

Partially-methylated poly[2,2’-(2,2’’,4,4’’,6,6’’-hexamethyl-p-terphenyl-3,3’’-diyl)-

5,5’-bibenzimidazole] (HMT-PMBI) polymer was prepared according to a synthetic route 

published elsewhere.209,265 The last step in the synthesis, which is the methylation of HMT-

PMBI to obtain functionalized HMT-PMBI-I-, is described in Scheme 4.1. 

 

The degree of methylation (dm), representing the fraction of nitrogen atoms 

connected to a methyl group, was determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy by setting the 

integration area between 4.30 ppm and 3.78 ppm to 12H and integrating the signals 

between 3.78 ppm and 3.50 ppm to be x. dm was calculated by 

Scheme 4.1 Exemplary description of the methylation reaction of HMT-PMBI to 
obtain HMT-PMBI-I- as used in Series I. 
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𝑑𝑚 =
0.5

1 + 𝑥6
+ 0.5 Eq. 4.2 

Samples of HMT-PMBI in the I- form with a dm of 80±1%, 85±1%, 90±1%, and 

95±1%, respectively, were used in this study and cast into membrane form (Scheme 4.2, 

termed Series I) as described below. 

 

Crosslinked polymer membranes were prepared following the reaction described 

in Scheme 4.3. The degree of crosslinkling (dx), represents the fraction of nitrogen atoms 

connected to a p-xylene crosslinker. 

Scheme 4.2 Visual description of polymer system compositions consisting of 
functionalized HMT-PMBI obtained by methylation (blue) and 
crosslinking (red). 
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1.500 g HMT-PMBI in I- form was dissolved in 13.500 g DMSO by stirring and 

gently heating for 12 h to obtain 10.0 wt% solutions. After vacuum filtering through a glass 

Scheme 4.3 Exemplary description of the in situ crosslinking reaction of HMT-
PMBI-I- to obtain membranes as used in Series II and Series III and 
the post-methylation reaction to obtain fully functionalized HMT-
PMBI as used in Series III+. 
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fiber filter, 5.000 g of a freshly prepared α,α’-dichloro-p-xylene (DCX) solution in DMSO 

was added and stirred for 30 min at room temperature. Depending on the desired degree 

of crosslinking (dx), the fraction of nitrogen atoms associated to a crosslinker, and the 

initial dm, the required amount of α,α’-dichloro-p-xylene (mDCX) to be added was 

determined using Eq. 4.3, where mHMT is the mass of HMT-PMBI-I-, and MDCX, MHMT and 

MMeI represent the molar masses of DCX (175.05 g/mol), one HMT-PMBI repeat unit 

(572.75 g/mol, dm=50%), and MeI (141.94 g/mol), respectively. 

𝑚��� =
2 ⋅ 𝑀��� ⋅ 𝑚Y�A ⋅ 𝑑𝑥

𝑀Y�A + 𝑀�7� ⋅ 4 ⋅ 𝑑𝑚 − 2
 Eq. 4.3 

A 0.75 mm thick film of polymer solution was cast on a levelled glass plate using 

a K202 Control Coater casting table and an adjustable doctor blade (RK PrintCoat 

Instruments Ltd). The polymer film was dried in an oven at 85 °C for at least 12 h, peeled 

off the glass plate, soaked in 5 L distilled water for 24 h, and dried under vacuum at 80 °C 

for 24 h, resulting in membranes with a thickness of ~50 µm. 

Two series of polymer membranes were prepared by this technique as illustrated 

in Scheme 4.2: Series II was prepared from HMT-PMBI-I- with degrees of methylation 

(dm) of 80%, 85% and 90% and having a fixed degree of crosslinking (dx) of 5%, while 

Series III was prepared from HMT-PMBI-I- with a dm of 80% and having a dx of 0%, 5%, 

10% or 15%, respectively. The degree of functionalization (df) is defined as the sum of dm 

and dx: 

𝑑𝑓 = 𝑑𝑚 + 𝑑𝑥 Eq. 4.4 

4.2.6. Post-methylation of Membranes 

To obtain membranes with the highest possible degree of functionalization, i.e., 

Series III+, the post-methylation reaction described in Scheme 4.3 was followed. 

Specifically, Series III membranes were soaked in 1.6 L DI water and 2.7 mL MeI was 

added. After 24 h of stirring at room temperature, additional 2.7 mL MeI was added and, 

after 48 h, the membranes were washed multiple times with DI water over a period of 48 h. 
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The membranes were dried under vacuum at 80 °C for at least 12 h to yield fully 

functionalized membranes possessing degrees of crosslinking (dx) of 0%, 5%, 10% or 

15%, as shown as Series III+ in Scheme 4.3. 

4.2.7. Pre-treatment of Membranes 

Previously, HMT-PMBI-Cl- was found to possess similar water sorption and 

conductivities to membranes in mixed OH-/HCO3
-/CO3

2- form.265 Thus, all membranes 

were converted into Cl- form to avoid inconsistencies and deviations from a mixed 

carbonate form caused by CO2 absorption,268 by immersing iodide-form membranes twice 

for 24 h in 1 M KCl solution and washing several times with DI water over 48 h before 

analysis. 

4.2.8. Ion Exchange Capacity 

The ion exchange capacity (IEC) was determined by soaking at least three 

samples of each polymer twice in 15 g of 1 M KNO3 solution for 24 h to ensure complete 

exchange of chloride ions with nitrate. The Cl- concentration ([Cl-] in ppm) of the combined 

solutions containing released Cl- was determined using a Cl- selective electrode (Cl--ISE 

on 781 pH/Ion Meter, Metrohm AG). The membranes were then soaked twice for 24 h in 

1 M KCl solution, washed multiple times with DI water for 48 h and dried at 80 °C under 

vacuum for 24 h. After cooling to room temperature under vacuum, the dry weight (mdry) 

was obtained. The average of five measurements was used according to Eq. 4.5, where 

msolution is the mass of the extraction solution and MCl is the molar mass of chloride. 

𝐼𝐸𝐶�ex =
𝐶𝑙) ⋅ 𝑚8fey20f6	
𝑀�e ⋅ 𝑚V-W

 Eq. 4.5 

Additionally, the theoretical ion exchange capacity was determined from dm and 

dx, according to Eq. 4.6, where MHMT, MMeCl and MDCX are the molar masses of one HMT-

PMBI repeat unit (572.75 g/mol, dm=50%), MeCl (50.49 g/mol) and DCX (175.05 g/mol), 

respectively. 
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𝐼𝐸𝐶�ex237f-7204Ge =
4 ⋅ 𝑑𝑚 + 𝑑𝑥 − 0.5

𝑀Y�A + 4 ⋅ 𝑀�7�e ⋅ 𝑑𝑚 − 0.5 + 2 ⋅ 𝑀��� ⋅ 𝑑𝑥
 Eq. 4.6 

IECaccess represents the portion of accessible ions in the membrane and is 

calculated from the ratio of the measured IECCl- and IECCl-theoretical: 

𝐼𝐸𝐶G44788 =
𝐼𝐸𝐶�ex

𝐼𝐸𝐶�ex237f-7204Ge
 Eq. 4.7 

4.2.9. Water Uptake 

Membrane samples were soaked in DI water for at least 24 h. After removing the 

surface water with a paper towel, the wet mass (mwet) was determined on an analytical 

balance. This procedure was repeated four times. Afterwards, the membranes were dried 

for at least 12 h under vacuum at 80 °C and cooled to room temperature under vacuum to 

determine the dry weight (mdry). This procedure was repeated five times and the average 

mass was used for further calculations. The water uptake (WU) was calculated by Eq. 4.8. 

𝑊𝑈 =
𝑚T72 − 𝑚V-W

𝑚V-W
 Eq. 4.8 

4.2.10. Dimensional Swelling 

“Wet” dimensions of the three membrane samples of each polymer were 

determined after equilibrating in DI water for at least 24 h at room temperature (~25 °C), 

50 °C, or 80 °C and scanning at 1600 dpi on a Canon Canoscan 8400F scanner. The 

images were analyzed using ImageJ.240 The membrane thickness was determined using 

a Mitutoyo Quickmike Series 293 micrometer. Partially hydrated membrane dimensions 

were similarly obtained after equilibrating in an Espec SH-241 environmental chamber for 

at least 6 h. Dry dimensions were obtained after drying for at least 12 h under vacuum at 

80 °C and cooling to room temperature under vacuum. The volume swelling (Sxyz) was 

determined using Eq. 4.9. 
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𝑆_W� =
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎT72 ⋅ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎT72 ⋅ 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠T72
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎV-W ⋅ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎV-W ⋅ 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠V-W

− 1 Eq. 4.9 

4.2.11. Cl- Conductivity 

In-plane, chloride ion conductivities of partially and fully hydrated (wet) membranes 

were determined by AC impedance spectroscopy at 25 °C, 50 °C and 80 °C. The relative 

humidity (RH) in an environmental chamber was set to 30, 50, 70, or 90%. The 

membranes were equilibrated for at least 2 h after an RH change and for at least 6 h after 

a temperature change. The membranes were pressed onto two platinum electrodes by 

two Teflon blocks, as described elsewhere.269 Impedance measurements were performed 

using 100 mV sinusoidal AC voltage between 10 MHz and 100 Hz. The resistance (R, Ω) 

of the membrane was determined by fitting a standard Randles equivalent circuit to the 

obtained Nyquist plot. By using the obtained resistance, the dimensions of the membrane 

at the given conditions and distance between the platinum electrodes (d, cm), the Cl- 

conductivity (σCl-, mS/cm) was calculated: 

𝜎�ex =
𝑑

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ⋅ 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝑅
 Eq. 4.10 

4.2.12. Swelling and Solubility in Organic Solvents 

Dry dimensions and mass (mdry) were obtained after drying for at least 12 h under 

vacuum at 80 °C as described above. Membrane samples were soaked at room 

temperature in methanol, ethanol, or DMSO for 48 h before obtaining wet dimensions and 

for 4 months before washing multiple times with DI water over 48 h and obtaining the dry 

weight of the gel fraction (mdry,gel). In-plane swelling in organic solvents (Sxy) and gel 

fraction (Xgel) were calculated according to Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.12. 
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𝑆_W =
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎT72 ⋅ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎT72
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎV-W ⋅ 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎV-W

− 1 Eq. 4.11 

𝑋�7e =
𝑚V-W,�7e

𝑚V-W
	 Eq. 4.12 

4.2.13. Mechanical Stability 

Membrane tensile properties were evaluated by Mrs. Vivian Pan and Dr. Alireza 

Sadeghi Alavijeh at controlled temperature (25 °C and 80 °C) and RH (50% and 90%) 

using a dynamic mechanical analyzer (TA Instruments Q800 DMA) equipped with an 

environmental chamber (TA Instruments DMA-RH Accessory). Membrane samples were 

cut in 25 x 2.2 mm pieces along the machine direction using rectangular shaped die. The 

exact width and thickness of each sample were determined using a Canon Canoscan 

8400F scanner and a Mitutoyo Quickmike Series 293 micrometer as described above. 

Tensile samples were loaded between the DMA tensile clamps following a standardized 

5:1 gauge length to width aspect ratio.75,82 Prior to each tensile test, temperature and 

relative humidity were equilibrated at the desired conditions while a small preload tensile 

force was applied to maintain the sample under tension.75,82 Upon equilibration, the 

samples were elongated with a strain rate of 5% min-1 to the potential fracture point or the 

DMA tension clamp travel length limit (26 mm). From the obtained stress-strain curves, 

the membrane Young’s modulus (the slope of stress-strain curve in the elastic region, i.e. 

early stage of tensile test) and tensile strength at 100% strain were extracted. To ensure 

statistical relevance, the average of three tensile experiments on identical membranes 

and individual experimental conditions was calculated and reported. 

4.2.14. Alkaline Stability of Polymers 

Membrane samples in chloride form were immersed in aqueous 3 M KOH solution 

for 168 h at 80 °C. The membranes were then washed multiple times with 1 M KCl, 0.02 M 

HCl (to remove residual carbonate and bicarbonate), 1 M KCl and DI water. Cl- 

conductivity was measured as described above. After drying for 12 h at 80 °C, ATR-FTIR 
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spectra were recorded. 1H NMR spectra of uncrosslinked membranes dissolved in DMSO-

d6 were analyzed for residual benzimidazolium, as reported previously.209 

4.3. Results & Discussion 

4.3.1. Model Compound 

The model compound, BzMeB, was prepared, as shown in Scheme 4.4, to mimic 

the novel anion-exchangeable p-xylyl unit that forms during the crosslinking reaction used. 

 

The stability of BzMeB in caustic solutions was quantified by dissolving the 

compound (0.02 M) in 3 M NaOD/CD3OD/D2O, and subjecting it to 80 °C for up to 240 h, 

in an analogous manner to stability tests of similar benzimidazolium compounds reported 

in the literature.212 The evolution of the 1H NMR spectrum of the solution over time is 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

Scheme 4.4 Synthetic route used to prepare BzMeB (iodide form), representing 
the crosslinked unit in HMT-PMBI. 
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Figure 4.1 shows that there is significant deuterium-exchange on the 4- and 7-

positions of the benzimidazolium (Hb, 8.13-8.28 ppm), the benzyl protons (He, 5.48 ppm), 

and on all methyl groups over time, except for the p-methyl on the benzyl group (Hh, 

2.25 ppm). Additionally, new peaks appear and grow over time in the aromatic and alkyl 

regions, signifying varying degrees of degradation. 

To quantify the extent of degradation, the integration of 5- and 6-position protons 

in the 1H NMR spectra (Hc, 7.91-7.77 ppm) were compared to the total aromatic region 

over time (8.30-6.40 ppm). Using Eq. 4.1, the relative amount of benzimidazolium 

remaining was calculated over time and is plotted in Figure 4.2. After 240 h, only 11% 

degradation was observed. As the data followed a pseudo-first order trend, an exponential 

Figure 4.1 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, CD3OD) of BzMeB (0.02 M) in 3 M 
NaOD/CD3OD/D2O after heating to 80 °C for specific times. The 
proton signals have been assigned on the initial (0 h) spectrum 
for clarity. 
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curve was fit to the data and the half-life (t1/2) was calculated to be 1510 h. This is 

approximately 3.5 times more stable than for 2-mesityl-1,3-dimethylbenzimidazolium 

(MeB, t1/2=436 h), which is reported to degrade by ring-opening.212  

 

The enhanced lifetime of BzMeB suggests that the benzyl group increases the 

steric hindrance around the C2-position, thus hindering ring-opening degradation. As it 

has been previously proposed that the hydroxide stability of benzimidazoliums is 

proportional to the C2-to-X- distance in a crystal,212 single crystal XRD analysis was 

performed on BzMeB, albeit in the iodide form (Figure 4.3). The dihedral angles of the 

benzimidazolium-plane relative to the C2-phenyl-plane were measured to be 83.8° and 

84.6°, which are slightly larger than for MeB (79.2° and 83.8°).212 The C2-to-I- distance for 

BzMeB (4.861 Å) was also slightly longer than in MeB (4.743 Å). Both these observations 

may account for the enhanced stability of BzMeB in alkaline solutions. 

 

Figure 4.2 Percentage of BzMeB remaining as a function of time when 
dissolved (0.02 M) in 3 M NaOD/CD3OD/D2O and heated at 80 °C, as 
determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The rate of degradation of 
MeB,212 a dimethylated derivative, is shown for comparison. 
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To determine whether or not the attachment of the benzyl group introduces a new 

degradation pathway, the degradation products of BzMeB after the 240 h were isolated 

and analyzed by mass spectrometry (Figure B4). Two of the products observed were the 

ring-opened aminobenzamide derivatives (Scheme 4.5, 2a, 2b), suggesting that while the 

steric hindrance around the C2-position was increased, steric hindrance was not sufficient 

to completely mitigate ring-opening degradation. However, two more degradation 

products were also observed, 1-methylbenzimidazole (3a) and 1-benzylbenzimidazole 

derivatives (3b), which are due to nucleophilic displacement of the N-functional groups 

(de-alkylation), as shown in Scheme 4.5. Encouraged by the enhanced stability of the 

model compound, BzMeB-type crosslinking groups were incorporated into HMT-PMBI by 

reacting the polymer with α,α’-dichloro-p-xylene (DCX). 

 

Figure 4.3 Crystal structure of BzMeB (iodide form), co-crystallized with H2O, 
showing thermal ellipsoids at a 50% probability level. Grey 
corresponds to carbon, white to hydrogen, blue to nitrogen, red to 
oxygen and purple to iodide. 
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4.3.2. Pristine, Uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI (Series I) 

As comparative baseline polymers, HMT-PMBI membranes were prepared 

possessing degrees of methylation (dm) of 80, 85, 90, and 95% (Series I, Figure 4.4A). 

IECCl- increases with increasing dm, as shown in Figure 4.4B, from 1.7 mmol/g to 

2.3 mmol/g. The portion of accessible ions in the membrane (IECaccess) was found to be 

between 85% and 90%. An increase in dm or temperature leads to an increase in swelling 

in DI water (Figure 4.4C). HMT-PMBI polymer membranes possessing a dm of 90% and 

Scheme 4.5 Observed degradation products for BzMeB (0.02 M) in 3 M 
NaOD/CD3OD/D2O and after 240 hours at 80 °C. 
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95% dissolved when increasing the temperature between 50 and 80 °C, and 25 and 50 °C, 

respectively. Volume swelling was also found to be proportional to the water uptake 

(Figure B5). At 25 °C, the highest conductivities (Figure 4.4D) measured were for polymer 

membranes possessing a dm of 95% (i.e., 15 mS/cm); at 50 °C and 80 °C, HMT-PMBI 

(90% dm, 19 mS/cm) and HMT-PMBI (85% dm, 27 mS/cm) exhibited the highest 

conductivities, respectively. These data make it apparent that pristine, uncrosslinked 

HMT-PMBI is limited in its utility as a membrane due to dissolution at elevated temperature 

(e.g., as for 90%, 95% dm). When the degree of methylation (IEC) is intentionally kept low 

(e.g., 80%, 85% dm) in order to minimize excessive swelling and dissolution at higher 

temperatures, then the ion conductivities suffer at lower temperatures. 
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4.3.3. In Situ Crosslinking of HMT-PMBI 

HMT-PMBI polymer was cast with various amounts of α,α’-dichloro-p-xylene 

crosslinking agent to obtain p-xylene crosslinked membranes following the reaction shown 

in Scheme 4.3. All membranes obtained were tough, flexible and transparent. IR 

spectroscopy was performed in order to confirm the crosslinking reaction (Figure 4.5). The 

strong absorbance band corresponding to the C-Cl stretch270,271 at 673 cm-1 due to α,α’-

 

Figure 4.4 A) Preparation scheme and theoretical IECCl- values of 
uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI of Series I. B) Exchangeable IECCl-, 
accessible IEC (IECaccess), C) swelling (Sxyz) and D) Cl- conductivity 
(σCl-) as function of degree of methylation (dm), respectively. Arrows 
in C) indicate dissolution at higher temperature. 
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dichloro-p-xylene (DCX) was completely absent in the crosslinked membranes, indicating 

a successful reaction. 

 

The gel fraction Xgel of membranes prepared with DCX crosslinking agent was 

found to be 93±2% after 4 months in EtOH, MeOH and DMSO indicating the formation of 

a highly crosslinked polymer network. 

4.3.4. Constant Degree of Crosslinking (Series II) 

HMT-PMBI possessing 80, 85, and 90% degree of methylation (dm) were 

crosslinked to the equivalent 5% degree of crosslinking (dx) to yield Series II membranes. 

As crosslinking results in the formation of benzimidazolium groups, thus increasing the 

IEC, the membranes possessed a total degree of functionalization (df) of 85%, 90%, and 

 

Figure 4.5 ATR-IR spectra of α,α’-dichloro-p-xylene (DCX) and uncrosslinked 
HMT-PMBI I- (80% dm) and crosslinked HMT-PMBI I-/Cl- (80% dm, 
15% dx). The C-Cl stretch of the crosslinker was not found in 
crosslinked membranes. 
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95%, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.6A (with 100% df representing every nitrogen 

being methylated or crosslinked to form a benzimidazolium group). For degrees of 

functionalization of 85% (dm=80%, dx=5%), 90% (dm=85%, dx=5%), and 95% (dm=90%, 

dx=5%), the measured IEC (Figure 4.6B) increased from 1.8 mmol/g to 2.1 mmol/g and 

2.3 mmol/g, respectively. Compared to the theoretical IEC determined by NMR and the 

amount of added crosslinker, 83%, 87%, and 87% of all theoretically existing ion exchange 

sites of Series II can be accessed. Besides increasing the IEC, the presence of crosslinks 

intentionally leads to reduced swelling and water insolubility. In contrast to the pristine, 

uncrosslinked membranes of Series I, Series II membranes did not dissolve at elevated 

temperatures (Figure 4.6C). All Series II membranes with a degree of functionalization of 

85%, 90% and 95% remained structurally intact and with volume swelling 51%, 70%, and 

98% at 50 °C and 51%, 480% and 950% at 80 °C, respectively. However, the excessive 

volume swelling at 80 °C of membranes having a df of 90% and 95% led to a minor 

increase in Cl- conductivity from 20 mS/cm to 23 mS/cm or a drop from 25 mS/cm to 

18 mS/cm, respectively, when increasing the temperature from 50 °C to 80 °C (Figure 

4.6D) due to charge carrier dissolution. 
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Figure 4.6 A) Preparation scheme and theoretical IECCl- values of 5% 
crosslinked HMT-PMBI membranes of Series II. B) Exchangeable 
IECCl-, accessible IEC (IECaccess), C) swelling (Sxyz) and D) Cl- 
conductivity (σCl-) as function of degree of functionalization (df), 
where df is the sum of the degree of methylation (dm) and degree of 
crosslinking (dx). 
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4.3.5. Increased Degree of Crosslinking (Series III) 

To investigate the effect of an increasing fraction of crosslinks, and to further limit 

water sorption at elevated temperature, 80% dm HMT-PMBI was prepared with 0, 5, 10, 

and 15% degree of crosslinking (dx), as shown in Figure 4.7A yielding a series of 

membranes with 80, 85, 90, and 95% degree of functionalization (df). The exchangeable 

IECCl- (Figure 4.7B) increased from 1.7 mmol/g, to 1.8 mmol/g, 2.0 mmol/g and 2.1 mmol/g 

with increasing df for Series III, while the ion exchange site accessibility dropped from 

88% to 83%, 84%, and 79%, respectively. A degree of crosslinking of 15% led to a 

moderate swelling of 95% even at 80 °C (Figure 4.7C). Hence, the conductivity drop 

observed in Series II with increasing temperature is not observed in Series III: the 

maximum conductivity achieved was 30 mS/cm at 80 °C, for 95% df HMT-PMBI, 

corresponding to 80% dm HMT-PMBI crosslinked to 15% dx (Figure 4.7D). 
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Figure 4.7 A) Preparation scheme and theoretical IECCl- values of 80% 
methylated HMT-PMBI membranes of Series III with 0-15% dx. B) 
Exchangeable IECCl-, accessible IEC (IECaccess), C) swelling (Sxyz) and 
D) Cl- conductivity (σCl-) as function of degree of functionalization 
(df) and degree of crosslinking (dx), respectively. 
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4.3.6. Increasing Degree of Crosslinking in Post-functionalized 
HMT-PMBI (Series III+) 

To further increase the degree of functionalization and IEC, while taking advantage 

of the limited swelling induced by crosslinking, Series III membranes were post-methylated 

in order to functionalize the remaining basic nitrogen atoms present in crosslinked HMT-

PMBI (Figure 4.8A). In these fully functionalized polymer membranes, termed Series III+, 

the degree of functionalization (df) was 100%, wherein the degree of crosslinking (dx) 

increased from 0 and 15%. Approximately 80% of the theoretically existing ion exchange 

sites (determined by Eq. 4.6) were accessible, as determined by the exchange method in 

which IECCl- was calculated to be approximately 2.4 mmol/g for all samples (Figure 4.8B). 

It can be seen in Figure 4.8C that the swelling of all membranes was restricted to be 

between 85% and 100% at 25 °C. While pristine, uncrosslinked 100% dm HMT-PMBI of 

Series III+ (dx=0%) dissolved at temperatures above 25 °C in water, swelling of the 

crosslinked polymer dropped from 900% to 330% and 220% at 80 °C when the degree of 

crosslinking (dx) was increased from 5 to 10% and 15%, respectively. At 25 °C, the Cl- 

conductivity of all membranes was found to be between 14 mS/cm and 15 mS/cm. By 

limiting water sorption upon increasing the fraction of crosslinks, ion conductivity at 

elevated temperature increased. For example, fully functionalized membranes of 

Series III+ containing 15% dx were found to possess conductivities of 24 mS/cm at 50 °C 

and 35 mS/cm at 80 °C, twice the conductivity of membranes in the same series with only 

5% dx at 50 °C (13 mS/cm) and 80 °C (19 mS/cm), respectively (Figure 4.8D). 
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Figure 4.8 A) Preparation scheme and theoretical IECCl- values of post-
methylated HMT-PMBI membranes of Series III+ possessing 0-15% 
dx and 100% degree of functionalization (df). B) Exchangeable IECCl-
, accessible IEC (IECaccess), C) swelling (Sxyz) and D) Cl- conductivity 
(σCl-) as function of degree of crosslinking (dx), respectively. Arrow 
in C) indicates dissolution at higher temperature. 
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4.3.7. Ionic Conductivity of Partially-Hydrated Membranes 

It is also important to consider ion conductivity of partially-hydrated membranes 

(see Appendix Figure B6 and Figure B7), as this would be relevant to certain types of solid 

state electrochemical cells, such as alkaline solid polymer electrolyte fuel cells. Highly 

functionalized, uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI membranes (Series I, dm=95%) possessed Cl- 

conductivities between 7 mS/cm and 22 mS/cm at 90% relative humidity (RH) at 25 °C 

and 80 °C, respectively; but were prone to dissolution in contact with liquid water at 

elevated temperature, as described above. Reducing the degree of methylation (dm) to 

85% led ion conductivities to drop by half to 3.5 mS/cm and 11 mS/cm at 90% RH at 25 °C 

and 80 °C, respectively, although being highly conductive at 80 °C in water. Crosslinking 

alone thus addresses the dissolution limitations in the wet state, but does not address the 

lower conductivity when partially hydrated. For example, membranes of Series III with 15% 

degree of crosslinking (dx) possessed an ion conductivity of 4 mS/cm and 16 mS/cm at 

90% RH at 25 °C and 80 °C, respectively, which is considerably less than the equally 

functionalized, uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI analogues. Post-methylation of highly 

crosslinked membranes combines the benefit of promoted water sorption under partial 

hydration and in water at low temperature – by virtue of the increased IEC – and limited 

swelling in water at high temperature – by virtue of crosslinking – leading to conductivities 

between 6 mS/cm and 25 mS/cm at 90% RH and between 14 mS/cm and 35 mS/cm in 

water at 25 °C and 80 °C, respectively. Figure 4.9 visualizes these results by showing the 

chloride conductivities of the highest conducting membrane with respect to the highest 

conducting membrane that were measured at low and high temperature as well as in low 

RH and fully hydrated state. The conductivities of uncrosslinked membranes (Series A) 

were found to be the lowest, since only insoluble membranes with a low IEC were 

considered. A dm of 5% (Series B) is not sufficient to suppress swelling at high T in fully 

humidified state, leading to considerably lower relative chloride conductivities. Increasing 

the dx to 15% (Series C) improves the performance at high temperature in the wet state 

but suppresses the water sorption at low T and low RH, respectively. The highest 

conductivity was observed for a membrane of Series D, in which the water sorption and 

conductivities at low RH and low T, respectively, are improved by a high IEC, while the 

swelling at high temperature in fully humidified condition is controlled by a high degree of 

crosslinking. 
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The conductivities of partially hydrated membranes are considerably higher than 

those reported in the literature,265,272 especially when exposed to low relative humidity. 

E.g., at 80 °C and 50% RH, conductivities were found to be more than four times higher 

than in previously reported HMT-PMBI265 or quaternary ammonium functionalized 

poly(arylene ether sulfone)s.272 However, a direct comparison of conductivity data is 

complicated, because polymer architecture, counterion, and environmental parameters 

have to be similar. Nevertheless, the results illustrate the importance of a high ion 

exchange capacity to promote water sorption for high anion conductivity, yet restricted 

water sorption at high temperature in water, for a wider range of operating conditions. 

4.3.8. Behaviour in Organic Solvents 

In organic solvents, uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI of Series I dissolved quickly at 

25 °C. The in-plane swelling (Sxy, Figure B8) was found to increase with H2O < EtOH < 

MeOH < DMSO for all crosslinked materials. Series II showed trends similar to swelling in 

water as explained above: an increase in degree of functionalization (df) leads to an 

increase in swelling. In contrast, Series III shows a trend similar to Series III+: an increase 

 

Figure 4.9: Comparison of the relative chloride conductivities of the highest 
conducting samples of each series. Relative chloride conductivities 
are given with respect to the maximum measured at the given 
conditions. 
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in degree of crosslinking (dx) leads to a decrease in swelling despite the increasing df. 

Low solvent uptake and swelling resistance to dissolution in organic solvents such as 

methanol and ethanol is of special interest for applications in devices such as direct 

methanol or ethanol fuel cells because of lower fuel permeability.230 

4.3.9. Mechanical Properties 

The mechanical properties of selected polymers were investigated under partial 

humidification at 25 °C and 80 °C, as summarized in Table 4.1, to investigate the effect of 

crosslinks on materials having the same degree of functionalization and with increasing 

degree of functionalization. An example of the stress-strain curves is shown in Figure 4.10. 

All polymer materials reached the strain (e) limit of the instrument (~150%) without fracture 

of specimen, which indicates good ductility and strength. Hence, the stress (s) at e = 100% 

was used to provide insight into the materials’ toughness. An increase in both temperature 

and relative humidity decreases both Young’s modulus (E) and se = 100% (Figure 4.10), 

which can be attributed to water acting as a plasticizer and loosening the interactions 

between polymer chains. Between the varying amounts of degree of methylation (dm) and 

degree of crosslinking (dx) tested under similar conditions, there were no major 

differences in mechanical properties within the measured range. All materials were found 

to possess up to 50% higher Young’s modulus and at least twice the elongation at break 

compared to similar dry membranes of HMT-PMBI-Cl-.265 The improved measured 

properties are most likely a result of using a dynamic mechanical analyzer with 

environmental control and high precision for small specimen instead of an open, traditional 

single-column system that requires larger sample sizes. 
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4.3.10. Stability in Alkaline Solutions 

Fully methylated, uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI (dx=0%, Series III+) and crosslinked 

HMT-PMBI (dm=85%, dx=15%, Series III+) were placed in 3 M KOH at 80 °C for 7 days. 

Table 4.1 Mechanical properties of uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI-Cl- (dm = 90%) 
compared to crosslinked membranes with 10% and 15% dx, 
respectively, as a function of temperature and relative humidity. 

   25 °C 80 °C 
   50% RH 90% RH 50% RH 90% RH 

dm dx df Ea s100%b Ea s100% Ea s100% Ea s100% 
[%] [%] [%] [GPa] [MPa] [GPa] [MPa] [GPa] [MPa] [GPa] [MPa] 
90c 0 90 1.26±0.12 54±3 1.10±0.05 34.9±1.0 1.2±0.2 41.0±5.0 0.73±0.09 18.0±1.4 
80 10 90 1.44±0.09 62±3 1.00±0.20 37.6±1.4 1.1±0.2 45.0±1.4 0.46±0.14 18.0±4.0 
80 15 95 1.13±0.14 53±4 0.92±0.18 36.0±5.0 0.9±0.1 40.9±1.8 0.40±0.08 16.0±2.0 

aYoung’s modulus. bStress at 100% elongation. cUncrosslinked HMT-PMBI-Cl-. 

 

Figure 4.10 Stress as function of strain of HMT-PMBI Cl- containing 15% dx 
(Series III). 
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The uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI was found to degrade by 29% via ring-opening, according 

to 1H NMR analyses (see Appendix Figure B9).265 As crosslinked membranes were 

insoluble in all solvents, ATR-FTIR spectroscopic analysis was used to monitor 

degradation. The spectra, shown in Figure B10, reveal smaller N-H2
+ stretch absorbance 

bands at 2850 cm-1 and 2919 cm-1 for the crosslinked sample after 7 days in 3 M KOH at 

80 °C than for the uncrosslinked polymer, while possessing equally smaller 

benzimidazolium ring vibration bands between 1400 cm-1 and 1460 cm-1. It is reasonable 

to interpret that the crosslinked HMT-PMBI is at least as stable as the uncrosslinked HMT-

PMBI, if not more stable, which is consistent with the higher stability of the model 

compound described earlier. Additional absorbance bands appear at 1570 cm-1, and 

between 1376 cm-1 and 1312 cm-1 and were assigned to N-H bending and C-N stretching, 

respectively. In comparing the effect of crosslinking on the conductivity of membranes 

exposed to aggressing caustic conditions, it is found that whereas the Cl- conductivity 

dropped by 95% to 0.8 mS/cm) for uncrosslinked membranes exposed for 7 days in 

3 M KOH at 80 °C, crosslinked membranes decreased by a lower percentage (85%) to 

2.0 mS/cm, indicating that crosslinked HMT-PMBI is slightly more stable to concentrated 

hydroxide solutions than HMT-PMBI. 

4.4. Conclusions 

Novel BzMeB functional groups with improved alkaline stability were successfully 

incorporated into partially dimethylated HMT-PMBI using a p-xylyl crosslinker to obtain 

mechanically- and alkaline-stable crosslinked anion conducting membranes. The 

preparation of HMT-PMBI, crosslinked to various extents, and via different crosslinking 

strategies to control IEC and limit excessive swelling and dissolution was informative. The 

ion conductivity of uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI increased with methylation and hence IEC, 

but was countered by a poor resistance to swelling and dissolution. Crosslinking HMT-

PMBI-Cl- was found to be a successful approach that allowed IEC to be increased, in order 

to provide high anion conductivities over a wider range of operating conditions, while 

limiting swelling and eliminating dissolution. Further functionalization of crosslinked 

polymers raised the IEC even further, enhancing the conductivity, while still preventing 

dissolution. 
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Chapter 5. Summary and Future Work 

5.1. Summary 

In this thesis, the stability of anion and cation exchange polymers is investigated 

on very different levels with the help of ex situ analysis techniques and computational 

tools. 

Nafion® membranes, as a representative for perfluorosulfonic acid polymers as 

used in PEM fuel cells, were prepared with up to 10 wt% of inorganic additives, acting as 

radical scavenger and H2O2 decomposition catalyst. Ion exchange capacity (IEC), water 

sorption and proton conductivity were determined and it was found that only an additive 

loading below 5% is reasonable to use to not deteriorate the performance of Nafion as ion 

conductor. In conventional Fenton’s tests, a considerable accumulation of iron was 

observed. In an alternative degradation procedure, the impact of CeO2, ZrO2 and YSZ on 

the resistance against radical attack was investigated, where CeO2 was found to have the 

biggest benefit.  

Alkaline anion exchange membranes are most likely to suffer from hydroxide 

attack, leading to loss of ion exchange capacity and anion conductivity. In Chapter 3, the 

positive effect of steric protection groups as substituents on benzimidazolium and 

imidazoliums with respect to two possible degradation mechanisms was investigated. The 

stability towards a ring-opening degradation of the (benz)imidazoliums was found to 

increase with H < Me < Ph as the steric protection group, because of an increase in 

activation energy of this reaction. De-alkylation was found to be unaffected by the 

substituent bearing the steric protection group. As a result, the dominating degradation 

mechanism varies between the different investigated molecules. The observed 

degradation mechanism in ex situ degradation experiments may also be affected by 

solvent, temperature and attacking species. 

Chapter 4 investigated the effect of crosslinks in a sterically-protected anion 

exchange polymer. Highly-conductive polymers often suffer from gel formation and 

dissolution at high temperature. IEC, water sorption and conductivity can be controlled by 
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selectively incorporating crosslinks, to retain the mechanical integrity and conductivity over 

a wide range of operating condition in electrochemical energy conversion devices. The 

crosslinked moieties in the polymer system were found to contribute to an overall increase 

in chemical stability in caustic conditions. 

5.2. Future Work 

Although the materials examined in this thesis are different in nature, it should be 

possible to benefit from cross-adopt the strategies developed in this thesis and apply them 

in new contexts.  

In this work, the effect of additives on the properties of pristine membranes was 

investigated and their effect on the membrane degradation was evaluated in ex situ 

experiments. However, there remains a lack of understanding of how ex situ experiments 

can be transferred to in situ durability experiments, where inorganic additive scavengers 

as well as gas-crossover blocking layers are successfully used and a growing number of 

creative ways to incorporate them into MEAs are reported.170,171,273-275 

Firstly, the specific reaction kinetics of additives with H•, HO• and HOO• radicals 

are mostly unknown. Selectively formed radicals could be used to investigate which 

radicals are suitable, however, such experiments are expensive and difficult to perform. 

Secondly, ex situ experiments have to become more specific to mimic an in situ 

environment and to return meaningful results, as seen, for example, in the questionable 

role of Pt deposits in the membrane or the amount of Fe catalyst in Fenton’s solutions. 

Parameters such as chemical potential and the presence of reactant gases have to be 

taken into account. Theory and simulation can help to understand the observed behaviour. 

Thirdly, additives were found to affect the properties of pristine membranes, e.g. 

mechanical properties. In accelerated stress tests, the mechanical and chemical durability 

improvements should be investigated separately, to differentiate between changes of the 

membrane properties and durability improvements from an inhibition of radical formation 

and the scavenging of radicals. 
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The stability of AAEMs to hydroxide solutions has progressed to the point that 

studies of their stability against attack by free radicals is now warranted. The use of radical 

scavengers as well as suitable ex situ methods of testing will be important to improve the 

durability and lifetime of AAEM-FCs once AAEMs with a sufficient alkaline-stability 

become available. 

To improve and understand the alkaline stability of the cationic moieties of AAEMs, 

computational investigations of degradation mechanisms are often used. In calculations 

described in this thesis, the solvent surrounding hydroxide and cation were simulated by 

the polarizable continuum model (PCM). However, it has been reported that calculations 

with an explicit simulation of solvent molecules leads to considerably different energies.249 

But such calculations are costly and difficult to perform, especially when larger molecules 

are investigated.250 Nevertheless, reorientation, and abstraction of solvent molecules 

would greatly affect the determined energy values, and the corresponding investigations 

have to be performed with the necessary expertise. Other degradation pathways, e.g., 

ylide formation or rearrangement reactions have to be taken into account. Of special 

interest should be, similar to ex situ investigations in PEMs, the transfer of findings from 

ex situ results to in situ application and the adjustment of experimental parameters. One 

of the key prerequisites is the utilization of comparable reaction conditions, such as 

solvent, temperature, and the nature of the nucleophile. 

The results obtained from performed calculations and their comparison to 

experimental data have shown that dimethylated sterically protected (benz)imidazoliums 

tend to degrade by a de-alkylation of the N-methyl groups. As such, further research 

should be performed towards a substitution of N-methyl groups to inhibit this reaction. The 

dilemma of protection against degradation was schematically shown by Long and Pivovar 

(Scheme 5.1). Chemical stability is improved by increasing the activation energy from 

ground state to transition state. This can be done by either increasing the stability of the 

reagent (lower energy) or transition states with a high energy (less stable). Therefore, 

substituents should increase the energy of the transition states to larger extend than the 

ground states. Increasing the length of N-alkyl chains of (benz)imidazoliums is the most 

promising method.204 However, a substitution can also introduce new degradation 

pathways, e.g., β-Hofmann elimination, which needs to be taken into account. 
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Using a small molecule study, crosslinking of sterically-protected benzimidazolium 

was found to increase the stability against hydroxide attack. Since de-benzylation was 

found to be one of the degradation mechanisms, alternative, more flexible crosslinkers 

have to be considered, e.g. dihalogen alkyl crosslinkers. 

The study of sterically protected, crosslinked PBI can also be seen as an example 

how the crosslinks affect the properties of polymer membranes. Using the same approach, 

other polymers suffering from the same solubility issues, such as sterically protected 

imidazolium,248 can be rendered insoluble. The same approach can be applied to the 

catalyst layer, where crosslinked of ionomers have demonstrated high stability.276-278 To 

control the degree of crosslinking in the catalyst layer, crosslinker and catalyst could be 

sprayed either simultaneously or successively onto the AAEM. This method can be 

expanded to prepare fully spray coated membranes with a gradient of crosslinks in 

through-plane direction in order to support water management and improve membrane 

integrity and ion conductivity. 

Scheme 5.1 Absolute energies of ground states (reagents) and transition states, 
as shown by Long and Pivovar. Reprinted with permission from 
reference 250. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
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Appendix A.  
 
Cartesian coordinates for 3.3.4. 

 

Table A1 Cartesian coordinates in Å for the structure of MeIm TSC2 with OH- in 
MeOH, 25 °C. 

Atom X Y Z  Atom X Y Z 
C 0.040508 -0.242976 0.320940  H 0.832728 -1.893134 -1.595056 
C 1.522090 -0.048563 0.095167  H -0.317306 -3.015471 -0.849824 
C 2.535601 -0.940267 0.516504  H -0.822343 1.401748 2.724401 
C 1.888034 1.083674 -0.679567  H 0.698098 1.716980 1.884312 
C 3.869220 -0.612743 0.253115  H -0.710068 2.733099 1.557504 
C 3.236199 1.358253 -0.905386  H 0.047273 1.481283 -1.770868 
C 4.250174 0.538852 -0.424210  H 0.491868 2.753902 -0.646248 
C -0.215663 -2.063782 -1.370612  H 1.386918 2.561016 -2.141847 
C -0.381473 1.722341 1.781929  H 2.095058 -2.131274 2.261513 
C 0.892036 2.015055 -1.340692  H 1.466969 -2.808114 0.796699 
C 2.312910 -2.265976 1.205314  H 3.208479 -2.877341 1.100982 
C 5.702329 0.875587 -0.643450  H -0.966573 -1.084946 2.265853 
C -2.063086 0.589577 0.272828  H 6.308421 -0.024249 -0.743868 
C -3.199947 1.442813 0.662233  H 5.838256 1.484273 -1.536611 
C -3.207873 2.814394 0.377961  H 6.099715 1.442384 0.201887 
C -4.305514 0.887206 1.316659  H -2.373628 3.259194 -0.146568 
C -4.291321 3.606869 0.739790  H -4.308195 -0.167851 1.551525 
C -5.392341 1.679641 1.670653  H -4.282529 4.663138 0.508326 
C -5.387900 3.042163 1.386166  H -6.238219 1.233194 2.175190 
C -2.043346 -0.515778 -0.522111  H -6.231104 3.658922 1.664950 
C -3.141040 -1.155620 -1.264082  H -3.750015 0.653201 -2.250570 
C -3.953925 -0.399742 -2.118067  H -2.807160 -3.121963 -0.451669 
C -3.411163 -2.523113 -1.118801  H -5.628306 -0.392146 -3.454859 
C -5.011566 -0.991788 -2.799477  H -4.660440 -4.170449 -1.678554 
C -4.464114 -3.114785 -1.806661  H -6.088813 -2.812662 -3.181997 
C -5.269240 -2.351492 -2.648410  N -0.713729 -0.960361 -0.567905 
H 4.635458 -1.303018 0.583183  N -0.750560 0.818271 0.702482 
H 3.493472 2.228264 -1.496456  O -0.062845 -1.327499 2.037671 
H -0.770041 -2.108945 -2.303159      

Charge = 0, Multiplicity = 1, E0 = -1192.67765564 hartree  
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Table A2 Cartesian coordinates in Å for the structure of MeIm TSSN2 with OH- 
in MeOH, 25 °C. 

Atom X Y Z  Atom X Y Z 
C 1.178474 -0.841238 0.049856  C -6.745909 -0.665542 0.101870 
C 1.081504 0.531716 0.002274  H -7.041810 -1.708265 0.238882 
N -0.125067 -1.315792 0.081042  H -7.185661 -0.090833 0.915639 
N -0.257823 0.869957 0.008098  H -7.182841 -0.325187 -0.836279 
C -0.967576 -0.251446 0.053111  C 2.163017 1.531089 -0.062097 
C -2.445287 -0.349405 0.064851  C 2.180322 2.628627 0.806889 
C -3.133644 -0.639109 -1.127334  C 3.198895 1.395596 -0.993746 
C -3.147147 -0.145357 1.266179  C 3.206342 3.564920 0.744594 
C -4.524031 -0.723467 -1.092962  H 1.395437 2.742456 1.541186 
C -4.537461 -0.244795 1.251969  C 4.226417 2.330406 -1.052132 
C -5.244353 -0.535712 0.086093  H 3.192915 0.560788 -1.680155 
H -5.056544 -0.935044 -2.011747  C 4.233548 3.418556 -0.183816 
H -5.080593 -0.088634 2.175487  H 3.205502 4.405522 1.424806 
C -0.525719 -2.714850 0.216127  H 5.017039 2.212119 -1.780369 
H 0.099330 -3.199900 0.959959  H 5.031319 4.146881 -0.230887 
H -1.560706 -2.749276 0.538088  C 2.360539 -1.720548 0.110709 
H -0.427705 -3.239058 -0.731420  C 2.587547 -2.695064 -0.868325 
C -1.006200 2.575126 -0.332080  C 3.284872 -1.582892 1.152503 
H -0.217199 2.868853 -0.992661  C 3.709197 -3.514025 -0.803883 
H -1.915685 2.174351 -0.728844  H 1.895525 -2.802594 -1.692098 
H -0.984686 2.905951 0.685061  C 4.408950 -2.399161 1.212262 
C -2.429810 0.177730 2.554150  H 3.117086 -0.838407 1.918047 
H -1.647087 -0.549267 2.774296  C 4.623311 -3.368129 0.235960 
H -1.953009 1.157857 2.509911  H 3.872398 -4.259542 -1.569809 
H -3.126882 0.183972 3.389316  H 5.113284 -2.281637 2.024211 
C -2.399702 -0.851158 -2.429180  H 5.496490 -4.003908 0.284300 
H -1.668094 -0.064291 -2.613950  O -1.830145 4.452883 -0.675304 
H -1.860250 -1.800271 -2.434544  H -1.969758 4.466120 -1.627723 
H -3.096982 -0.866632 -3.264072      

Charge = 0 Multiplicity = 1 E0 = -1192.67114642 hartree  
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Table A3 Cartesian coordinates in Å for the structure of MeIm TSC2 with MeO- 
in H2O, 25 °C. 

Atom X Y Z  Atom X Y Z 
C -1.096773 -0.653417 -0.170522  H 1.777462 -2.185473 -0.976316 
C -1.095315 0.669488 0.145597  H 0.642562 -3.178692 -0.053150 
C 1.027653 -0.078883 0.390522  H 0.167962 2.320622 2.054035 
C 2.485179 0.017912 0.009906  H 1.688377 2.301032 1.160910 
C 3.511039 -0.741697 0.619512  H 0.290984 3.145979 0.486541 
C 2.820560 0.859849 -1.082464  H 0.932659 0.944848 -2.162389 
C 4.833171 -0.538268 0.215671  H 1.449175 2.495427 -1.522575 
C 4.159697 1.026937 -1.435022  H 2.267530 1.811732 -2.913966 
C 5.190208 0.363187 -0.779538  H 4.152333 -2.496351 1.647431 
C 0.733436 -2.319184 -0.713990  H 3.209050 -1.385331 2.656312 
C 0.608818 2.279218 1.060625  H 2.400771 -2.396570 1.494855 
C 1.804497 1.562933 -1.960592  H 7.053288 1.418471 -0.569292 
C 3.301544 -1.814874 1.662068  H 7.239968 -0.287850 -0.949943 
C 6.632363 0.593996 -1.149748  H 6.735727 0.852751 -2.203073 
C -2.228777 1.604031 0.261771  H -1.474075 3.009834 -1.183668 
C -2.274643 2.782811 -0.493561  H -3.262755 0.421866 1.726778 
C -3.290386 1.322339 1.129740  H -3.373512 4.557008 -0.977752 
C -3.352592 3.653860 -0.383399  H -5.182089 1.958127 1.910413 
C -4.371104 2.191460 1.234153  H -5.243767 4.038303 0.564005 
C -4.405192 3.360938 0.479907  H -1.689511 -3.136989 0.767113 
C -2.209135 -1.526584 -0.566330  H -3.006762 -0.139534 -2.001582 
C -2.381973 -2.792237 0.012341  H -3.567561 -4.573236 0.105716 
C -3.135180 -1.103067 -1.529838  H -4.908807 -1.566068 -2.637267 
C -3.449647 -3.602512 -0.356196  H -5.198206 -3.796670 -1.592792 
C -4.206383 -1.911553 -1.891025  H 1.003028 -1.882153 3.636817 
C -4.368095 -3.165457 -1.307210  H -0.500993 -0.963122 3.441932 
C 0.408442 -1.297249 2.911078  H 0.064091 -2.026199 2.156854 
H 5.607634 -1.125132 0.693809  N 0.238803 -1.096344 -0.088623 
H 4.395674 1.677873 -2.267573  N 0.228822 1.051141 0.377559 
H 0.168381 -2.513308 -1.622138  O 1.126046 -0.251074 2.360909 

Charge = 0 Multiplicity = 1 E0 = -1231.98386423 hartree  
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Table A4 Cartesian coordinates in Å for the structure of MeIm TSSN2 with MeO- 
in H2O, 25 °C. 

Atom X Y Z  Atom X Y Z 
C 1.123546 0.424761 0.086284  H -1.959080 1.920120 -0.500589 
C 1.312279 -0.937091 0.010316  H -1.114037 2.544591 1.019135 
C -0.868335 -0.498626 0.096251  H 0.400459 -3.429642 0.742761 
C -2.335709 -0.693620 0.131498  H -1.287955 -3.061880 0.354717 
C -3.015493 -0.618360 1.360919  H -0.128065 -3.368167 -0.947786 
C -3.037561 -0.940208 -1.061940  H -1.639456 -0.182941 -2.531360 
C -4.396950 -0.799348 1.371406  H -1.746032 -1.934919 -2.483245 
C -4.419847 -1.110218 -1.001695  H -3.045702 -1.001711 -3.210078 
C -5.117387 -1.048251 0.203535  H -1.423267 -1.003962 2.776550 
C -1.085866 2.324544 -0.028637  H -1.911105 0.678942 2.691081 
C -0.258864 -2.930571 0.038737  H -2.944485 -0.490827 3.504591 
C -2.328549 -1.016086 -2.392153  H -7.077412 -0.990382 -0.695527 
C -2.283753 -0.345843 2.652553  H -6.839454 -2.317704 0.433576 
C -6.608182 -1.266244 0.247783  H -7.070041 -0.686133 1.045795 
C 2.552683 -1.733225 -0.021337  H 2.120165 -2.703293 -1.894125 
C 2.823349 -2.610356 -1.078133  H 3.288774 -0.941794 1.835806 
C 3.490040 -1.610385 1.010694  H 4.197699 -4.019256 -1.924649 
C 4.001472 -3.348419 -1.099710  H 5.384083 -2.240224 1.789807 
C 4.670209 -2.345035 0.984476  H 5.845059 -3.790546 -0.087687 
C 4.928413 -3.217477 -0.069163  H 1.320289 2.468031 1.849779 
C 2.133096 1.498894 0.110110  H 3.190461 0.786068 -1.619720 
C 2.094231 2.492468 1.095658  H 3.009052 4.257704 1.894127 
C 3.154744 1.539550 -0.845652  H 4.895209 2.564160 -1.561581 
C 3.051838 3.499904 1.123915  H 4.811119 4.312517 0.193157 
C 4.114449 2.545493 -0.813614  H -2.650235 5.367264 -1.784087 
C 4.066005 3.529334 0.170289  H -1.206342 4.414390 -2.131664 
C -2.170360 4.394479 -1.581807  H -2.792718 3.637306 -2.102214 
H -4.923083 -0.742944 2.316119  N -0.235022 0.668209 0.139523 
H -4.964016 -1.288897 -1.920561  N 0.044075 -1.500489 0.017612 
H -0.309835 2.750737 -0.633051  O -2.024098 4.149655 -0.227903 

Charge = 0 Multiplicity = 1 E0 = -1231.98029435 hartree  
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Table A5 Cartesian coordinates in Å for the structure of MeIm TSC2 with MeO- 
in MeOH, 25 °C. 

Atom X Y Z  Atom X Y Z 
C -1.095026 -0.659381 -0.164286  H 1.782155 -2.198449 -0.943939 
C -1.096788 0.668375 0.131812  H 0.654905 -3.176489 0.004741 
C 1.027107 -0.070952 0.387244  H 0.153646 2.352672 2.014004 
C 2.485092 0.023696 0.010332  H 1.682021 2.314067 1.135825 
C 3.511880 -0.721232 0.635838  H 0.293371 3.152476 0.434299 
C 2.820112 0.848150 -1.095522  H 0.933428 0.910435 -2.179335 
C 4.834110 -0.521400 0.230376  H 1.444373 2.472305 -1.562945 
C 4.159177 1.012474 -1.449009  H 2.266607 1.769511 -2.942586 
C 5.190282 0.362605 -0.780532  H 4.158329 -2.449579 1.704361 
C 0.739610 -2.331336 -0.675159  H 3.200379 -1.322678 2.683010 
C 0.603457 2.294408 1.025549  H 2.406854 -2.364010 1.538566 
C 1.803176 1.534209 -1.985991  H 7.244158 -0.281696 -0.925646 
C 3.303138 -1.773530 1.699251  H 6.737756 0.818747 -2.213149 
C 6.632337 0.590485 -1.152946  H 7.046785 1.434115 -0.595845 
C -2.231993 1.602638 0.231299  H -1.475106 2.988185 -1.232499 
C -2.277427 2.770044 -0.541516  H -3.268226 0.440377 1.710374 
C -3.295594 1.331956 1.100178  H -3.377725 4.535116 -1.054985 
C -3.357048 3.640833 -0.447344  H -5.190371 1.976240 1.866086 
C -4.377829 2.200856 1.188762  H -5.251478 4.036131 0.488845 
C -4.411606 3.358933 0.417178  H -1.683395 -3.129118 0.811760 
C -2.205246 -1.541036 -0.547209  H -3.005306 -0.177657 -2.003629 
C -2.375891 -2.797817 0.051025  H -3.558176 -4.579306 0.171641 
C -3.131696 -1.134242 -1.517427  H -4.903951 -1.617674 -2.618204 
C -3.441758 -3.615779 -0.305476  H -5.189287 -3.832560 -1.539682 
C -4.201052 -1.950336 -1.866611  H 1.006644 -1.834512 3.662062 
C -4.360494 -3.195397 -1.263652  H -0.500120 -0.919650 3.469973 
C 0.406758 -1.255392 2.935384  H 0.058005 -1.991375 2.189303 
H 5.609428 -1.096728 0.720944  N 0.241397 -1.097449 -0.074947 
H 4.394803 1.649715 -2.292212  N 0.225961 1.055803 0.359887 
H 0.172148 -2.547729 -1.576673  O 1.116903 -0.212171 2.372396 

Charge = 0 Multiplicity = 1 E0 = -1231.98333636 hartree  
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Table A6 Cartesian coordinates in Å for the structure of MeIm TSSN2 with MeO- 
in MeOH, 25 °C. 

Atom X Y Z  Atom X Y Z 
C 1.130431 0.425020 0.086296  H -1.965141 1.931219 -0.433666 
C 1.316402 -0.936028 -0.008979  H -1.071608 2.540841 1.063602 
C -0.863537 -0.494563 0.084196  H 0.403131 -3.436525 0.687618 
C -2.331172 -0.687578 0.117061  H -1.286723 -3.059870 0.314022 
C -3.011461 -0.622658 1.346780  H -0.134537 -3.351042 -0.998893 
C -3.032958 -0.921121 -1.079047  H -1.632890 -0.152352 -2.540740 
C -4.393249 -0.800622 1.354796  H -1.743442 -1.904673 -2.510034 
C -4.415621 -1.088440 -1.021100  H -3.040696 -0.961213 -3.227661 
C -5.113679 -1.036188 0.184225  H -1.412096 -1.012741 2.753613 
C -1.075500 2.327245 0.014269  H -1.919735 0.665707 2.695375 
C -0.259051 -2.926530 -0.005809  H -2.937820 -0.528277 3.492095 
C -2.323750 -0.985356 -2.409790  H -6.840098 -2.300440 0.411503 
C -2.280275 -0.362746 2.641312  H -7.066788 -0.667883 1.022488 
C -6.605171 -1.249801 0.225625  H -7.071731 -0.972599 -0.718582 
C 2.555164 -1.734013 -0.051661  H 2.115979 -2.687221 -1.931597 
C 2.821460 -2.602527 -1.116670  H 3.298149 -0.959578 1.809885 
C 3.495712 -1.621681 0.978698  H 4.190993 -4.006512 -1.979024 
C 3.998190 -3.342452 -1.147813  H 5.390751 -2.261348 1.747084 
C 4.674421 -2.358128 0.942933  H 5.843750 -3.796460 -0.144750 
C 4.928171 -3.221980 -0.118772  H 1.338414 2.439501 1.882254 
C 2.142443 1.496543 0.124012  H 3.192082 0.809065 -1.620712 
C 2.109656 2.473872 1.125790  H 3.031670 4.223513 1.949593 
C 3.160896 1.550028 -0.834456  H 4.901526 2.581651 -1.539709 
C 3.070008 3.478153 1.167139  H 4.828000 4.301392 0.243511 
C 4.123324 2.552808 -0.789409  H -2.755827 5.368047 -1.646975 
C 4.080852 3.520512 0.210579  H -1.318301 4.441606 -2.081853 
C -2.247923 4.403262 -1.476077  H -2.886843 3.636963 -1.962815 
H -4.919795 -0.751790 2.299707  N -0.227685 0.670213 0.143657 
H -4.959814 -1.256454 -1.941950  N 0.046958 -1.497013 -0.008950 
H -0.318803 2.759869 -0.609897  O -2.020020 4.157365 -0.134608 

Charge = 0 Multiplicity = 1 E0 = -1231.97925816 hartree  
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Table A7 Cartesian coordinates in Å for the structure of MeIm TSSN2 with OH- 
in H2O, 80 °C. 

Atom X Y Z  Atom X Y Z 
C 1.521744 -0.050263 0.097362  H -0.318800 -3.018061 -0.848934 
C 2.536293 -0.941999 0.516327  H -0.818248 1.401420 2.727211 
C 1.886394 1.082425 -0.677349  H 0.697661 1.724032 1.881232 
C 3.869559 -0.613388 0.252418  H -0.716608 2.732513 1.559304 
C 3.234295 1.358173 -0.903678  H 0.044775 1.478923 -1.767584 
C 4.249292 0.539364 -0.423660  H 0.489975 2.752602 -0.644438 
C -0.216162 -2.065320 -1.367740  H 1.384131 2.558441 -2.140349 
C -0.382371 1.723444 1.782796  H 2.106307 -2.139195 2.260479 
C 0.889726 2.013153 -1.338435  H 1.466561 -2.809506 0.796937 
C 2.315759 -2.269983 1.202034  H 3.209706 -2.882252 1.089474 
C 5.701041 0.877570 -0.643306  H -0.959760 -1.081942 2.266147 
C -2.063339 0.589182 0.274144  H 6.307875 -0.021640 -0.744818 
C -3.200171 1.443197 0.662007  H 5.835947 1.487246 -1.535932 
C -3.208150 2.814356 0.375614  H 6.098333 1.443956 0.202354 
C -4.305850 0.888600 1.317196  H -2.373905 3.258453 -0.149486 
C -4.291756 3.607315 0.736045  H -4.308443 -0.166064 1.553874 
C -5.392881 1.681466 1.669705  H -4.282958 4.663216 0.502931 
C -5.388486 3.043569 1.383057  H -6.238819 1.235749 2.174800 
C -2.043706 -0.516774 -0.519678  H -6.231796 3.660708 1.660676 
C -3.141057 -1.155810 -1.262766  H -3.748727 0.653922 -2.248436 
C -3.953229 -0.398997 -2.116700  H -2.808020 -3.123280 -0.452514 
C -3.411603 -2.523433 -1.119134  H -5.626696 -0.389741 -3.454643 
C -5.010648 -0.990131 -2.799289  H -4.660772 -4.170020 -1.681405 
C -4.464271 -3.114232 -1.808216  H -6.088089 -2.810427 -3.184283 
C -5.268799 -2.349941 -2.649677  N -0.714181 -0.962690 -0.563918 
H 4.636445 -1.303852 0.580599  N -0.750770 0.817797 0.704583 
H 3.490493 2.228704 -1.494437  O -0.055870 -1.321794 2.035707 
H -0.769675 -2.108719 -2.300891      

Charge = 0 Multiplicity = 1 E0 = -1192.67819579 hartree  
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Table A8 Cartesian coordinates in Å for the MeIm TSSN2 structure in H2O, 
80 °C. 

Atom X Y Z  Atom X Y Z 
C 1.178546 -0.841804 0.049969  H -1.560591 -2.750456 0.536612 
C 1.081436 0.531141 0.003127  H -0.426393 -3.239527 -0.732126 
C -0.967351 -0.252061 0.053635  H -0.218908 2.865850 -0.998328 
C -2.445115 -0.349542 0.065320  H -1.917070 2.173502 -0.726975 
C -3.133537 -0.640170 -1.126649  H -0.981072 2.909162 0.682207 
C -3.147009 -0.143716 1.266358  H -1.647798 -0.547656 2.775217 
C -4.524023 -0.723656 -1.092348  H -1.951467 1.159426 2.509036 
C -4.537439 -0.242311 1.252103  H -3.126932 0.187879 3.389143 
C -5.244377 -0.534194 0.086449  H -1.666610 -0.068855 -2.613269 
C -0.525370 -2.715669 0.215473  H -1.861626 -1.804285 -2.432557 
C -1.007171 2.577469 -0.334535  H -3.096716 -0.869459 -3.263174 
C -2.429630 0.179993 2.554179  H -7.042080 -1.706423 0.237966 
C -2.399595 -0.854352 -2.428141  H -7.185502 -0.089854 0.916829 
C -6.745986 -0.663596 0.102248  H -7.182949 -0.322107 -0.835491 
C 2.162656 1.530892 -0.060671  H 1.398157 2.736997 1.547979 
C 2.181339 2.626016 0.811386  H 3.189465 0.565547 -1.683593 
C 3.196663 1.398419 -0.994832  H 3.207579 4.401266 1.432618 
C 3.206964 3.562854 0.749682  H 5.013009 2.217775 -1.782814 
C 4.223794 2.333774 -1.052684  H 5.029915 4.148087 -0.227782 
C 4.232348 3.419499 -0.181299  H 1.896319 -2.801678 -1.693354 
C 2.360824 -1.720862 0.110316  H 3.116473 -0.840325 1.918848 
C 2.588253 -2.694514 -0.869482  H 3.873621 -4.258124 -1.571915 
C 3.284857 -1.583839 1.152485  H 5.113226 -2.282945 2.024115 
C 3.710149 -3.513210 -0.805466  H 5.497357 -4.003541 0.282706 
C 4.409198 -2.399833 1.211805  H -1.969327 4.459617 -1.634932 
C 4.624057 -3.367903 0.234677  N -0.124899 -1.316439 0.081032 
H -5.056530 -0.936266 -2.010903  N -0.257759 0.869462 0.009222 
H -5.080585 -0.085241 2.175465  O -1.829997 4.451473 -0.682411 
H 0.099095 -3.200645 0.959831      

Charge = 0 Multiplicity = 1 E0 = -1192.67206401 hartree  
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Appendix B.  
 
Additional Figure to Chapter 4 

 

 

 

Figure B1 1H NMR spectrum of BzMeB (iodide form) in DMSO-d6. 
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Figure B2 13C NMR spectrum of BzMeB (iodide form) in DMSO-d6. 

 

Figure B3 Positive ESI mass spectrum of BzMeB (iodide form). 
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Figure B4 Positive ESI mass spectrum of the organic degradation products 
from BzMeB after being subjected to 3 M NaOD/CD3OD/D2O at 80 °C 
for 240 h. 

 

Figure B5 Volume swelling Sxyz as function of water uptake (WU).  
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Figure B6 Chloride conductivity (σCl-) of Series I, Series II and Series III at 
25 °C, 50 °C and 80 °C as function of relative humidity (RH). Red 
arrows indicate dissolution at higher temperature. 
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Figure B7 Chloride conductivity (σCl-) of post-methylated membranes of 
Series III+ at 25 °C, 50 °C and 80 °C as function of relative humidity 
(RH). Red arrows indicate dissolution at higher temperature. 

 

Figure B8 In-plane swelling Sxy in H2O, EtOH, MeOH and DMSO at room 
temperature of Series II, Series III, and Series III+ as function degree 
of functionalization (df) and degree of crosslinking (dx). 
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Figure B9 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) of post-methylated 
uncrosslinked HMT-PMBI Cl- (0% dx, Series III+) before and after 
168 h exposure to 3 M KOH at 80 °C. 
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Figure B10 ATR-IR spectra of pristine and degraded (after 168 h in 3 M KOH at 
80 °C) uncrosslinked and crosslinked membranes of Series III+ in Cl- 
form. 


